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9 coeds vie for Homecoming Queen

Blanca E. Herrera

Neva Lou Asebedo

Cynthia K. Moreland

Diana Peynado

Wanda S. Stephen•

Neille Gonzalez

Winning candidate will be

'

crowned at contest
Marllnda Marroquin

Angle Guajardo

Nine coeds will vie for the
Bronco Homecoming Queen
today and tomorrow, with the
winner being crowned at
halftime during the Pan AmMcMurray basketball game
Saturday.

Judi L. Brebner
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Last chance for pre-registration,
schedules due tomorrow
The last chance to preregister Is tomorrow Dec. 4.
"Students should preregister because it Is set-up for
their own benefit," said Linda
Renner administrative clerk
admissions. "They can also
avoid long lines during regular
registration in January."
Students can contact their
major department for
academic advisement for
priority registration through
tomorrow .
Beginning
freshmen , who started college
in the fall of 1981 should go to
the Learning Assistance

Center, Office Building "E"
for advisement and priority
registration.
"A special drop and add
session before regular registration will be given to those
students who took advantage
of priority registration," added
Renner. "This Is to encourage
all students to take advantage
of priority registration."
"This will also help students
who aren't sure of what
classes they will need in the
spring, or if they need to
repeat a course or change
their minds about a course,

they may do so during this
special drop and add session,"
said Renner.
A class schedule should be
filled out for the spring session, using a "course sctlon re-

quest form" . It should be fllled
out during priority registration
by the student and the advisor.
"On Dec. 18 , each

See R~etratlon page 8

Bronco Games tcx:lay,

event draws 26 teams
Twenty-six teams have en- We had scheduling problems
tered the Bronco Day Games this year."
The games will include: the
today. The games start during
activity period and will run cow chip toss, the egg toss,
through third period at the the dress up race, the human
Science circle and Security wheel barrel race, the bat
twirl, the lemonade chug, a
Building.
The Bronco Days commit· two mile run, and eight mile
tee tried to get second period bike race, cigar smoking, the
cancelled, but that proposal human mud race, piggy back
did not pass because today is fights in the mud and the tugthe next to the last day for of-war In the mud.
The games will take place at
classes for Tuesday-Thursday
students according to Oscar the Science circle and the
Garza, Bronco Days Chair- mud events will be at the
Security Building.
man.
"We hope to have a big tur"We can not Interfere with
the academic process on cam- nout for this annual event
pus, but the games will still go because it will be a lot of fun,"
on," Garza said. "The games Garza said. "The committee
will have to run through third has worked hard in planning
period and we will see how this event and students are a
many teams will stay In coin- big part of this event because
petition after activity period. we need their participation."

Thi! tango-Jackie Unn and Bob Munroe dance an
unueual venlon of the tango In 'El Grande de Coca
Cola.' The play continue• lte engagement In the
enack bar through Saturday night with all ehow•
Inge beginning at 8 p.m. There will be no Friday
matinee. The play wllJ aleo run Dec. 9-12, aleo at
the Snack Bar. The Snack Bar will only bold 250
people, PAU etudente and faculty memben wUI be
admitted free with an ID cud.

Five voting machines will be
used with polllng areas at the
L.A., LRC, U.C. , Education
Bulldlng and Ane Arts Complex.
In addition to the Queen
candidates, three referendums
wtll be on the ballot. They are
the repavement of Van Week
Street; mini-courses that
would be offered between
semesters; and the remodelIng of the track field.
Women nominated for
queen are as follows:
Blanca E. Herrma, sponsored by CAMP, ts a member
of the lntervarslty Christian
Fellowship, treasurer of
CAMP and vice-president of
the Residence Hall Associa·
tlon.
"I feel qualified for the position of Bronco Queen because
of the spirit and satisfaction of
representing Pan American
University," she said.

Cynthia K. Moreland,
sponsored by the Student
Nurses, Is a member of the
Texas Student Nurses
Association and the Church of
Christ.
"I would feel very honored
to represent Pan American
University. Becoming Bronco
Queen would enable me to
show that a dedicated student
can also participate In school
activities," Moreland said.
Neva Lou ANbedo,spon:sored by Tau Kappa Epsilon
(TEKE's), Is a member of the
•Church Youth Choir.
"It would be an honor to
represent Pan American as
Bronco Queen because It
would give me an opportunity
to meet and communicate
with other people here on
campus and It would also give
me the oportunlty lo show the
love I have for people "
Asebedo said.
'
Diana Peynado, sponsored by Tri-Beta Biological
Honor Society, Is also active
In the club and in the
American Chemical Society,
and Pre-Med Bio-Med club.
She is also a teaching assistant
In the biology department.
"I was chosen by club
members to represent them as
a Bronco Queen candidate

and It elected, I wlll ao my
best to represent the club and
the university," Peynado said.

Wanda S. Stepbene,
sponsored by PAU students,
feels th11t she Is quallfled for
the office because she Is a very
sociable and outgoing person.
"I am seeking the office of
Bronco Queen because I
would be honored to represent PAU In any functions or
activities involved throughout
this school year," Stephen
said.
NeWe Gomalu, sponsored by the Veteran's
Organlz.atlon, Is an 11ssociate
member of the club and is also
a Phi Kappa Tau bttle sister.
"Being an education and
business major, I feel that my
genuine Interest In meeting
people and friendliness have
allowed me to meet and make
many friends on this campus.
I have both the Interest and
time to devote In representing
the student body of PAU as
their Bronco Queen," Gonzales said.
Mullncla Manoquln, Is
sponsored by the Student National Education Association
(SNEA).
"I would be proud to represent PAU as Bronco Queen
because I feel PAU Is an
outstanding university with
fine people whom I would like
to get to know better," Marroquin said.
Angle Guajardo, sponsored by Ladles of Camelot, Is
Worthy Selbe In that organlz.atlon.
"I am honored to represent
the Ladles of Camelot as their
Bronco Queen candidate.
Having an opportunity to
make new friends and participate In campus activities
will make this a very worthwhile experience," Guajardo said.
Judi L. Brebner Is sponsored by the ROTC.
"I'm proud of this school
and I'd be honored to be a
representative for It,"
Brebner. It should be an opportunity to meet many new
people and make many new
friends .

What's inside .
Homecoming schedule . .
..... page 3
Cabaret reviewed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . page 4
Kickapoo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . page 9
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I COMMENTARX?ii

The
Forum
Letters to the Editor
Panamericanism
Deu Editor:

Pan American University proudly bears the name and
treasures replicas of banners of the OAS states. We need
to remind ourselves of our link to our whole region even
In November and December.
Today the OAS (Organization of American States) has
26 members, each with one vote In the various organizations. These are: Argentina, Barbados, Bollvta, Brazil,
-Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican
Republlc, Ecuador, El Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama,
Paraguay, Peru, Surinam, Trinidad-Tobago, U.S.,
Uruguay, Venezuela.
In 1962, the OAS excluded Cuba from OAS activities
but not from membership.
Some of the flags of the "Pan American" states may be
described: Argentina -three horizontal stripes: blue,
white, blue.
Bolivia - three horizontal stripes: red, yellow, green.
Brazil - a blue globe, encircled, on a yellow diamond
background, and all on a green field.
Chile - while star In left corner of upper half of flag on a
blue square, the rest of the half is white; lower half - all
red.
Colombia - upper half all yellow; next hortzonal quarter
stripe is blue; lower stripe Is red.
Costa Rica - alternating stripes, top to bottom; blue,
white, red, white, blue.
Cuba - white star on a red triangle at left; this on a field
of stripes, as follows: blue, white, blue, white, blue.
The variety Is fascinating, and the Illustrations may be
found in the Reference Room of the Library of the LRC in
the Web.tu'■ lntematlonaJ Dlctlonuy.
Next time you see Pan Americar university's replicas
of the flags of the OAS nations, m-..ybe you will be the one
who can identify the nations of the flags for your friends!

The recent flurry of letters
to your most esteemed person
concerning the matter of creation versus evolution has prompted me to write one of my

own.
First, let me say that I am a
firm believer In creation. I hold
firmly to the belief that Man
was created In God's Image.
13ut exactly what Is God's Image? It Is outrageously
audacious for man to believe
that "In God's Image" refers to
physical form. We cannot and
dare not place any type of

human value or measurement.
on a divine, supreme being
such as God. 11,lan was given
God's spirit and was made
from the stuff of the Earth.
Since we know that the Earth
Is a dynamic and not a static
place, it is only natural that
what god created and called
man (be II amoeba or
whatever) evolved as Is most
consistent with the natural
laws of selection and speclatlon. Therefore, let the
educators teach both creation
and evolution and give 1he In, dlvldual student his choice
based upon the facts and
evidence he ,holds to be true.

(After all, this Is what the
founding fathers of our nation
had in mind when they wrote
the constitution, Isn't It?)
Secondly, let me say that
this whole matter (at least as
far as our campus Is concerned) has degraded Into the
evolutionists calling the creationists "degraded mutants",
while the creationists have
riposted by calling the evolutionists "secular humanists",
which brings me to my third
point: We need not worry as
much about how we got here
as much as we need to worty
about how we are going to
stay here without destroying

ourselves and our precious

Earth lo boot

Bobble Weckbacher
To the editor:
On behalf of the Department of MUltary Science and
the Veterans Club of Pan
American University I wish lo
express my appreciation to
you for your support of our
Veterans Day activities on 11
November 1981 to include
the speaking engagements of
our guest of honor, USAF
Colonel (Retired) D.ave Burroughs:

See Letters page 6

Dr. LIiiian Noy

Christmas classic
showing Dec. 3-5
"A Christmas Carol" opens
today In the Fine Arts
Auditorium with a six performance run, including three
matinees-one especially for
Winter Texans. Matinees at
10 a.m. today and tomorrow
are for Valley school children.
Winter Texans will get a discount at the 2 p.m. maltlnee
Saturday when all seats will be
$2. Admission for the 8 p.m.
showings today through
Saturday Is $5 for reserved
seats, $3 general admission
and $1 for students wtth ID's.
Ricardo
Saldivar,
"Scrooge" In this opera, has
appeared In numerous drama
productions, including "Vol.e_one," "Dames at Sea."
"American Buffalo," "South
Paclftc," and "Absurd Person
Singular.'' -His credits Include
peformances which won him
the "Best Actor" award at
McAllen . High School In
1976-77. He Is president of
Alpha Chi Honor Society.
Honors Councll president,
vice-president of the student
body, and on the Dean's List
and a member of "Who's Who
In American Colleges and
Unlver,tt!et.."
"Bob Cratchltt'' Is played by
Roberrt Ashley, a graduate of
La Feria High School, where
he was a member of "Who's
Who" and,,the band. At the
unlvcntty he has had roles In
"Good News," "Damn

Yankees," "la Pltaya," and

"T1kt Mikado." He has sung
n u ~ 10lot as a member
of the ulherllty chOlr. He
placed NCOnd at the recent

solo contest of the National
Association of Teachers of
Singing.
tSaceliza Monroe sings the
role of "Martha Cratchltt."
She brings a versatile
background to the part. She
has appeared In several productions of PASS, "The Boys
from Syracuse," and she was
featured as a piano soloist
with the Pan American
University-Valley Symphony
Orchestra. She has performed
with the Edinburg Dance
Threatre and she holds the St.
Clair-Fischer Music Scholarship.
Leslie law, "Ghost of the
Christmas Past," attended
McAllen High School where·
she was elected to All-State
Choir and numerous other offices In honor orqanlvitlons.
Ted lyra, "G-host of
Christmas
Present,"
graduat.e d from Harlingen
High School where he was active in the choir. He has been
a soloist with the choir at the
university and In a number of
solo and ensemble programs.
Camilo Garcia, "Ghost of
Christmas to Come,"
graduated from PSJA High
School where he was a
member of the band and the
National Honor Society. At
the university he has continued his participation In
band a.nd choir. This ls his
debut In a stage production.
Information concerning

reservations Is ava.\lable at the
Music Office at Pan American
University,

381-3471.

telephone

Students participation needed
in all Homecoming events
With all the planning that has gone in to this year's
Homecoming festivities, all indications look like it will be
very successful.
The homecoming committee has been planning this
annual event for the past three months and many of the
activities have been planned for the students, faculty and
the community.
But what Is Homecomlng???-We all remember homecoming from high school when all of us missed school for
a week and worked on many school related projects.
Fl.oats were construct~~ malls were decorated with color-

Homecoming Fairy comes out to each university to drop
gifts off to the good little students, faculty and administration. It Is not this humonus, but the 1981 Homecoming
should be fun, If people actively participate.
Events Include a play, a musical, the Queen elections,
the Bronco Day Games, the parade, the bonfire, the
game with McMuny and the dance. The parade is being
tried for the first time In so long that nobody can
remember when there was a parade on campus.
Homecoming Is not just for the alumni or just for the
students, but it Is for the University community.
It should be worth while to participate in this event this
year.

Oscar Garza

Editor
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' ful paints and paper; and a bonfire was built. The week
•culminated with the annual bonfire, football game an~
dance. Many of the high school alumni attend the weeks
celebration.
Since Pan Am has no football team Homecoming
centers around basketball. Although homecoming this
year ls dose to the end of the semester, there Is no real
reason why students should not actively par1!clpate In the
homecoming festivities.
The college homecoming ls no different from a basic
high school homecoming with a parade, bonfire, game
and dance. The PAU alumni return to their "old stomping
grounds" to see what has changed at the old college.
The annual reunion gels people together form all over
the world and they reminisce about their college days.
Questions like "How many children does your family
have?? or '.'Old you really marry Jane Doe?" will pop up.
Homecoming Is not the time when the Great
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Dec. 3
Bronco Games
Mall
Marathon
Start from Mall
"El Grande de Coca Cola" a cabaret Snack Bar
Dec. 4
Visiting Lecturers

10:30-1 p.m.
10:45 a.m.
8p.m.

to be determined by
each school or academic
dept.
City of Edinburg
to be announced

Parade
Pep rally

"El Grande de Coca Cola" a cabaret Snack Bar
Musical "A Christmas Carol"
FA Auditorium

Dec. 5
Alumni Association Annual Meetin~ UC Fac:ulty Lounge
Awards Luncheon
Ballroom
Alumni Art Exhibit & Sale
FA

''EXAMINATION SCHEDULE'•
The.e examination achedulea apply to
the Edinburg campu• only
FALL SEMESTER
1981-82

Day Clane•
Thunda11, December 10
All TI EngUsh 1301 classes
All MWF English 1301 classes

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

9:30 a.m.
11:30 a .m.
6:45 p.m.

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m.

9:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
2:30 p.m.

Evening English 1301 classes

Friday, December 11

Math 1335 classes
Math 1300 classes
Math 1340 classes

Monday, December 14

7:45 a.m.
9 :45 a .m.
12:45 p.m.
2:45 p.m.

- 9:30 a.m. MWF-1 classes
- 11 :30 11.m. MWF-5 classes
- 2:30 p.m.
TT-2 classes
- 4:30 p.m.
TI-5 classes

7:45 11.m.
9:45 a .m.
12:45 p.m.
2:45 p.m.

·
•
-

Tuesday, December 15
9:30 a.m.
TI-1 classes
( 7:45- 9:00)
11:30 p.m. MWF-2 classes
( 8:45- 9:35)
2:30 p.m. MWF-6 classes
(12:45- 1:35)
4:30 p.m.
TT-7 classes
( 5:15- 6:30)

7:45 a .m.
9:45 11.m.
12:45 p.m.
2:45 p.m.

•
•
•

Wednnday, December 16
9:30 a .m.
TT-3 classes
(11:35-12:50)
11:30 a .m. MW-7 classes
( 1:45- 3:00)
2:30 p,m. MWF-4 classes
(10:45-11:35)
4:30 p.m. MW-8 classes
( 3:10- 4:25)

7:45 11.m.
9:45 a .m.
12:45 p.m.
2:45 p.m.

•
-

Thllnday, December 17
9:30 11.m. MWF-3 classes
(9:45-10:30)
11:30 a.m. MW-9 classes
( 4:35- 5:50)
2:30 p.m.
TI-4 classes
( 1:00- 2: 15)
4:30 p.m.
TT-6 classe5
( 3:50- 5:05)

( 7:45- 8:35)
(11:35-12:35)
( 9:10-10:25)
( 2:25- 3:40)

Saturdap c...._: Examinations will be given at regular
· class time on Dec. 12.
E....t119 c...._: Anal examinations will be given at
regular class time beginning on Thursday, Dec. 10, 1981,
and ending on Wednesday, Dec. 16, 1981.
Note: Examinations should be given only at the times
designated. If an examination needs to be shifted from the
scheduled time, prior approval by the appropriate school
dean Is required. Examinations for double period classes
should be given at the time scheduled for the first hour the

class meets.

IS OPEN
WITH LUNCH
UNDERS3.00
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

Sp.m.
following
parade
Bp.m.
8 p.m.
9a.m.
noon
all day

"El Graride de Coca Cola" a cabaret Snack Bar
Musical "A Christmas Carol"
FA Auditorium
Basketball Game
PAU vs McMurry
Victory Dance

Field House

8p.m.
Matinee 2 p .m.
Evening 8 p.m.
7:25 p.m.

Field House

following game

Dec. 6
Golf Tournament
Edinburg Golf Course
Presidential Inauguration
FA Auditorium
with Carl Seale conducting the Symphony Orchestra
Reception (Invitation only)
Campus open house
Dec. 7
Band concert
PAU Band
Concert

3

10 a.m.
2p.m.

Ballroom

following
inauguration

FA Auditorium

8 p.m

Regents advise Nevarez to select committee
The Board of Regents
Tuesday recommended that
President Miguel Nevarez appoint an advisory committee
to work with him in the selection of the vice president for
academic affairs.
Carol Grantz Is currently
serving as acting vice president.
The executive council will
serve as the screening body

and Nevarez will recommend
a vice presidential candidate

to the board.
Also, the board decided to
defer the selection for vice
president for Institutional advancement until a special
meeting Dec. 15, because not
all of the regents had met the
candidate.
Dr. Arnulfo Oliveira, the
late PAU-B president will

have his painting displayed In
the entrance hall of the Administration Building on the
Brownsville campus. The
regents will make a short
presentation PAU-B at their
regular board meeting Jan. 5
on the Brownsville campus.
Dr. Roy Flores, Dr. Ernest
Baca, and Dr. Nevarez will
continue work on the proposed animal facility that would

be placed either outside the
Science Building or close to
the Security Building.
The regents also approved
eight businessmen to serve on
the Business Advisory Counell. This council ls made up
Valley buisnessmen assist the
school of business.
At Dec. 15 meeting, prices
for furniture for the new Administration Building w!ll be
discussed.
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Go to the Cabaret!
The Pan American Unlver- Although the play is
sity players opened their se- presented in Spanish the aucond show of the season, "El di~nce should have no proGrande de Coca Cola" last blem understanding what Is
night in the University Snack going on since the Spanish usBar in a cabaret atmosphere. ed Is mostly English words
In the cabaret-type show, that have had an "o" added to
the audience is given the Im- them and the words are propression that they are really at nounced In such a way that
a nightclub and watching a the audience is quite aware of
variety of acts. Lance Farley, what Is being said.
who portrays the emcee, is
without a doubt the most
The shows offers much
energetic and entertaining variety. The audience cannot
player in the presentation. He help but be entertained by the
truly Is "El Meester Show Bis" conical acts that the players
in the Familia Hernandez stage. The audience will also
presentation.
find that the 'commercials' for
Some of the cast members Coca Cola, the show's sponinclude Anna De Haro, Jackie sor are unique and
Linn, Dawn Novak, Bob humorous.
Munro, and Frank Mallory.
The director is Jack Strawn.
One must keep in mind that All in all the play offers a
some audience participation Is very wide variety of entertainneeded at limes and It is a ment that at times may be a little a raw, yet not abusive or
cabaret-style show.
insensitive to the audience.

December 3, 1981

Concert to salute
Armed Force•
The Pan American University Band will be saluting the
American Veterans at their
concertat8p.m. Dec. 7 at the
Fine Arts Auditorium.
Admission for students Is 50
cents and admission for nonstudents wlll be $1.

..

/

Lance Dupula and •lapetlck comedy

The band will perform two
of the most Important works
for wind band, the First and
Second Suites for Band by
Gustav Holst, followed by the
beautlful Irish Tune from
County Derry by Percy Grainger. Mirella Overture by
Charles Gounod and the Introduction to the Third Act of

The band Is directed by a Lohengrin by Richard
Dean Canty of the music Wagner are orchestral transcrlptlons. In a more tradldepartment.
tlonal band setting, the marThe Concert Band Is the ches Home Town Boy by Karl
principal wind Instrument King and Pride of the
oranlzatlon of the university wolverl es and Hagna Charta
and Its 60 members selected by John Philip Sousa wlll ead
by audition, represent the en- the band Into a salute to the
tire university campus.
armed Forces.
"The veterans In the auThe concert Is open to the
dience will be recognized and public and there will be a small
we urge everyone to attend", admission charge. for more
Canty said.
Information phone 381-3471.

Alu01nl to be honored Saturday

IS OPEN
7DAYSAWEEK
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG
---..:..

(~,

Little Toh Nursery

-~M~J
5m.-O:

204 E. Stubbs - 383-8221

Special Discount to P.A. U. Students
$25.00 from Monday - Friday
6:30 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.
Children Ages O - 6 yrs.
P .A.U . ID. required
Breakfast, morning snacks and lunch included
Bring in this coupons and no registration
fee required ($10.00)

"Come Try Our Delicious Food"

Chicken Plates • Fish Psl a
_ t~
Shri mp • French Fries •

·

Onion Rings
for your convenience
call orders to go 383-9093
3 19 East Cano, Edinburg
With the purchase of hamburger &
fries you will receive a free
burrito with coupon.
OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 7 , 1981

The Pan American University Alumni Association will
honor four of Its members at a
special awards luncheon, Saturday.
The honorees are Lou
Hassell Bob Derryberry,
James A. Brooks and Dr. Carl
Seale.
Hassell, donor of the Lou
Hassell award given to the
outstanding senior studentathlete, and Derryberry, a
former PAU baskeball coach,
will receive the Distinguished
Alumnus Award.
Brooks, PAU's athletic
director emeritus, will receive
a Distinguished Service
Award.
Seale. music professor and
conductor of the PAV-Valley
Symphony Orchestra, will be
honored with a Distinguished
Faculty Award.
The men will be given plaques and will be the guests of
honor at the Alumni luncheon
Saturday.
Hassell lettered in basketball, baseball, and football at
Edinburg Junior College (now
PAU) . He was also a member
of the first full graduating class
in 1929 and was also a member of the first state-appointed
Board of Regents of Pan
American College and served
on the board until 1973.
Funds for the Lou Hassell
Award which Is represented
by a trophy, were donated by
Hassell and the award has
been given to the outstanding
senior student-athlete for 18
years.
Derrybe rry earne d his
bachelor of arts degree in
social science and physical
education from Pan American
College in 1960 Derryberry
was an outstanding basketball

director and professor of
physical education. One of
the most Important contributions to PAU was presuadlng
the administration to move
onto the West campus (the
present PAU campus) during
the early 1960's. He also convinced the administration to
convert a planned bus barn Into a gymnasium which Is the
old gym now.

Lou Hauell

,
Jama Brook•

Bob Denybeny
player and has had an incredible 19 years record as head
basketball coach because his
teams have never had a losing
season . Recently chosen head
basketball coach at Southwest
Texas State, he Is considered
one of the Lone Star Conference's most successful
coaches.
Brooks had devoted 3 I
years to PAU as its first athletic

Vole's Drive Inn
CHICKEN PLATE
ONLY $2.00
Includes 3 pieces of chicken, fries, bread,
tomatoes, onions, and Jalapefios
720 North Closner (Corner of 281 & Schunior) Edinburg, Texas

ORDERS TO GO WELCOMED

381-9623

.,

Dr. Carl Seale

Brooks Is also responsible
for building the Broncs Into
NCAA Division I status while
he was the athletic director for
17 years. Known throughout
the state for his 31 years of
service to Pan American, he
was chosen unanimously for
the Outstanding Service
Award.
Seale, who Joined the PAV
faculty In 1972, has been conductor of the PAV-Valley
Symphony Orchestra since
1974. For the past couple of
years, Seale has conducted
the orchestra In concerts In
Northern Mexico as well as In
the Valley. Two of his compositions, "The Atonement"
and "La Pltahaya," both
operas, have been performed
at PAU. Six of his other works
have been written for PAU
music students, who have
performed by the PAV Convert Band . Last year, Seale
was one of three nominees of
the PAU Faculty for the Minnie Stevens Piper Foundation
award for university professors .
He was also one of the two
PAU faculty members nominated by the faculty senate
for the award to university
professors by the Council for
the Advancement and Support of Education.
The Alumni Awards luncheon Is one of the events of
Homecoming '81 . Jerry Baldwin, executive director of the
PAV Alumni Association, encourages all former PAU
students and graduates to attend the luncheon. Tickets for
the luncheon are $6 each and
reservations can be made by
calling the Alumni Association
at 381-2500, room 103 of the
University Center.
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Social Sciences top Whds
The School of Social
Sciences with 14 representations had the highest number
of Who's Who students
selected.
The School of Business had
13, Education with 11,
Hun,anlties and Science &
Math each had four, and
Health Related Professions
had two.
An eight member committee of students and faculty
members filtered through 125
applications to select 48.
The students join a group
selected from more than
1,300 institutions of higher
learning In 50 states, the
District of Columbia and
w.veral foreiqn nations
Outstanding students have
been honored in the annual
directory since it was first
published In 1934.
Students from PAU and
their respective schools are:

School of Social Science■
Julia Alaniz cites her student activities with Lambda
Alpha Epsilon, Honors Council and the University Band.
Alaniz has also made the National Dean's List.
Justine Young, majoring in
criminal Justice, was active in
the Geology Club at Northlake college and was also a
"Duck Soup" contributor.
Young was also cited academic recognition at Northlake
Hilda Serna serves on the
Hidalgo County Adult Probation office as a volunteer,
catechlsmal teacher at St
Joa.n of Arc church Serna is
also on the financial aid committee as a student representative and a member of the
criminal justice fraternity LAE.
Gilda Garza Robles Saenz
is a sociology major, member
of the Student Advisory committee for the Multicultural
program, and has completed
the graduate education program In three years. Saenz
was awarded the InterAmerican Affairs Student
Scholarship
Psychology maJor Delia
Saenz is a member of Alpha
Chi, Phi Theta Kappa and
Gorgas Science society.
Saenz is a Norton Scholarship
recipient
Azella Rodriguez has done
field placement as a child
welfare worker and planned
parenthood Her ma1or is
social work Her College
honors include the National
Dean's List, Honor roll, Social
work club sweetheart Daniel
Rivas. political science major.
was selected as an Urban Intern by the Lower Rio Grande
Valley Development Council
Rivas also edited "El Boletin"
a weekly newspaper of the City of Edcouch
Bernadette Murray who is
active in the University
Theatre Is writing a one-act
play for an Honors Pro1ect.
Murray has been on the
Dean's List several semesters,
served on screening committee for the Work Study Committee of the Urban Internship
Program and the PLSP one
year.
Besides being on the PAU
women's fast-pitch softball
team for the past two year,
Irene Luna has also made the
dean's list and Alpha Phi
Sigma. Luna is a criminal
Justice major
Although ma1orlng In pre-

law, Political Science student
Barbara Lael King has worked
as a reporter for the Pan
American and Is currently
working as a reporter for the
McAllen Monitor. King Is also
a member of the Hidalgo
County Women's Political
Caucus and a telephone
volunteer for Mujeres
Unidas/Women Together.
As an honors student
Lisbeth Decker ls on the
Honors Council, serving as
president Decker was a YFU
Foreign Exchange Student to
West Germany In 1971-72
Ofelia de los Santos is the
recipient of two Pi Kappa
Delta Scholarships. De los
Santos was selected the best
all round public speaker for
1979-80 and has won several
trophies through the forensics
statewide competition. She Is
majoring in political science
Karen LeFevre-Uribe Is a
member of the geology and
Spanish clubs. LeFevre-Urlbe
was awarded the Ashe Foundation Scholarship, a member
of the Alpha Lambda Delta
Honor fraternity and the
Alpha Alpha Iota Chapter.
Petra L Champion Is majorIng In psychology Champion
cites participation In the
Honors Council, UCPC and
participation as a research
assistant on theory of attribulion
School of Bu■tnea
As an accounting major,
David Paul Allen Is a member
of the Alpha Kappa Psi
business fraternity The Irater
nity has also cited Allen for
outstanding service to the
chapter and to the school
Joe Edward Bailey has
twice been awarded the Joe
and Jess Crump scholarship
and also the PAU Alumni
Rodrigo Gonzales scholarship Bailey Is a member of
the Beta Gamma Sigma, data
processing management
association. president of the
American Society for Person
nel Administration and has
participated in the PAU
leadership conference.
Linda Barnett was or the
National Dean's list 1979-80
and on the 4 0 Honor Roll for
four semesters Barnett was
awarded the Distinguished
Student Award from Pan
American
Billie B Black has been on
the deans list four times. Black
is a member of the Friars Club

and has worked actively for
several political candidates ineluding Ronald Reagan and
Ricardo HinoJosa.
David Neal Calvillo has
been honored by being
selected to participate in Mobil
Corporation's "Week In the
business world." Calvillo has
also been awarded the Davidson Family Foundation
Scholarhsip.
David Champion is a
member of Alpha Chi Nalional Honor Society, APO
and Beta Gamma Sigma, a
national business society
Cited for outstanding
achievment awards In English,
History and data processing,
Constance Chapin, member
of Phi Theta Kappa. has been
on the President's List four
semesters and the National
Dean's list twice.
Carl Eads had made the
Dean's honor roll for four
semesters at Texas South most
College Eads Is vicepresident of Alpha Kappa Psi
(Kappa Rho Chapter)
Juan Flores was cited as an
Outstanding Pledge for the
Alpha Kappa Psi in the spring
of 81 Flores was president of
his pledge class.
Norma Perez's students activities Include participation in
UCPC (Fall 1980), PAUSA
and a perspective for Phi Kappa Theta Little Sister (Fall
1981)
Andres Sanchez Jr is currently treasurer of Alpha Kappa Psi and was a delegate to
the national convention for
Alpha Kappa Psi Sanchez's
college honors include Alpha
Chi, Deans List (Fall 78, 79
Spring 80) He was Invited to
International Youth In Achlevment
Thomas Ray Supak, an
Academic All - American
baseball player, was awarded
the Jody Ramsey Award
Supak is captain for the PAU
baseball team.
Harriet Villalpando lists
such scholarships as Kraft
Foods, Macalester and the
college scholarship Villalpando has also made the Dean's
List and the Presidents list
1
(Spring 81)
Maria del Carmen Aldape's major is elementary
education bilingual blcultural
Aldape Is a member of the
Texas Association for Bilmgual Education and of the
Bilingual Education Student

Organization. Her awards In•
elude the national Hispanic
and Alpha Delta Kappa
scholarships.
Linda Wallace Taormina, a
major in counseling and
guidance, is a member of
Alpha Chi Honorary fraternlty, and the Kappa Delta Pl
honorary Education Fraternlty
Jeffrey Middlebrook cites
involvement in the Physical
Education club, lntramurals,
Kappa Delta Pi and Alpha
Chi. Middlebrook received the
H PE and Recreation department award for academic excellence, three consecutive
years.
Patricia Jerdee's membership Includes Pi Kappa Delta
alpha Zeta Chapter) and puppet and drama team at the
Baptist Student Union Center.
Jerdee received an award of
Excellence in Original Poetry
and Extemperaneous speakIng.
Nelida Garza is PAU's
reigning Miss Pan American
Garza was awarded the
Outstanding Physical Educatlon Major certificate for main·
talnlng a 3.0 GPA or higher
Alpha Chi and Kappa Delta
Phi organizations are just a
few of Marla Carmen Garcia's
activities. Her work has also
been published In Gallery
Marla Elena Torina Is Involved with BESO and has
made the PAU honor roll
Torina Is an elementary
education major
Debra de la Garza was on
the board of Student Anthology and a delegate to the
1980 county Democratlc convention. Her short story "The
Whites of his Eyes" was
published in the 1980 Gallery
Celina Estrada Campos college honors are Alpha Chi
Honor society member,
Outstanding Physical Educa•
tton Major (TSC), and Who's
Who Among American Junior
colleges (TSC 1979-80).
Jorge Luis Botello received
the Student Association plaque for being parliamentarian.
Botello Is an elementary
education major.
Kathleen Bernard's college
awards are Alpha Lamda
Delta honor society and Alpha
Chi. Bernard is majoring
elementary education major

de Alumnos Mextcanos,
Gabriela Sanchez Is majoring
in communications. Sanchez
made the honor roll tn the Fall
of 79' and the spring of 80's.
Daw.I Olivares has had exhibitions in Quezalcoatl II & Ill
biological lllustratlon '81, Expo 80 and 81, he helped
orglnate the "visions' art club.
His college awards lnkude a
PAU Art scholarhslp, the Lemont WIicox and the PAU
achievement award
Alma Chapa Marques' activities Include PAU Forensics
& Debat.e, competition in five
Intercollegiate speech tournaments, PAU Speaker's
bureau and being a presentor
at the Who's Who Awards

~
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Classes now
forming for
spring exam·
Not to early to
begin preparation

IS
THE LATEST IN
COUNTRY WESTERN
MUSIC
1 lA.M. - 2 A.M.

GRADUATING WITHOUT A JOB?

Earning a degree doesn't guarantee you a job. Industry
s is looking for experience and credentials and where can
I
~ you get them? A Navy Officer can acquire responsibility, training, and experience and become very marketable to private industry. Jobs available in aviation, per~:~==
sonnel management, accounting and marketing, and
_
engineering just to name a few. Benefits include 30
days paid vacation yearly. Go navy for the experience
of a lifetime. Call or send resumes to:
NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
;
=
NRD-102 W. RECTOR
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78216
=
i
1-800-292-7110

See Who'• Who p&ge 8

3600 N. 23rd - McAllen 631-2961
11617 N. Central - Dallas, TX 75243

School of Humanlttn

I

Frances Ann Dube, a
chemistry major, Is a member
of the PLSP and the
American Chemical Society.
Dube made the PAU honor
roll in 1978-81 and the National Deans List 1980-81
Abraham Miranda has a

-H.
N

Citing membership in Alpha
Phi Omega and La Sociedad

s

School of Sctenca
and Math

Aprll 24, 1982
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Ceremony.
Mary Ann Eklund ha,
helped to plan and coordinate
UIL activities. Eklund Is a
member of the Speakers
Bureau and has also received
and honors studies scholarship.

'1'

from Austin , Texas
for your hair and
facial needs.

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH :

SHORT HAIRCUTS ~:o_r_ !·.8.~i~~- ~- ~ 1~1~.Qnly"S.00
FACE MASSAGES.":~~-~~~- ~-~~~~~- Oniy 56.00
REGULAR HAIRCUTS .....................s4.00
MANICURES ............................ 55.00
For Appomtments Call Us At
_
383 9263
Dr Just Walk In.
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Nevarez sees inaugu[ation
as building block for PAU
President Miguel Nevorez
wiU be formally Inaugurated
Sunday at 2 p .m . at the Ane
Arts Auditorium before 1,050
people.
In his short tenure as
University president, Nevarez
feels the administration has
accomplished a few things.
''We are trying to Improve
the quality of our product
here," Nevarez said . "We
want to help the student produce after he graduates from
Pan American."
Nevarez is excited about the
first Inauguration at the
University.
"l did not reollze how much
work we were getting Into but
the University Activities Committee has done an excellent
job in planning this event,"
Nevarez said. "We want to
make this a good record of the
University and one that the
community will be proud of."

The native Valleylte realizes
the space limitation In the Fine
Arts Auditorium, but there is
nothlng the University can do
about It.

"The University has a lot of
friends and we are Inviting as
many people as we possibly
can," Nevarez said. "I had to
be selective in my guest list
also."

r-Inaugural Procession March
1.
2-a
b
3-a
b
4-a
b

"We are adding on to the
general format of the traditional inauguration," Nevarez
said. "We are making the inauguration tradition similiar
with commencement exercises because we want the
tradition to carry on to the student body."

C

"The university has come
along way since the days
when Pan American was part
The Pan American Presi- of the Edinburg school district
dent hopes closed circuit and I feel blessed by the work
television will be beamed to that has been done behind
the Learning Resource Center me," Nevarez said. "There Is a
auditorium so more people
tremendous feeling of pride
can see the inauguration.
here and I a m real excited
about this event because all
The University presidential my friends will be here and I
Inauguration is a medieval want to show that them I can
ritual and each university has do the job, I don't want to let
a somewhat different them down. " I will remember
ceremony.
this day for the rest of my life."

j

k Marshal

I
m Marshal
n
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p
q Marshal
r
5-a Marshal
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b Members

421-A South Main, McAllen
682-3291

December Special

Assorted Plate $2.29
2 Enchiladas
with cheese
onions, topped with
chile con came
1 taco, rice & beans

The President
Representative of students Fred Rodriguez, Pres.,
PAUSA
Representative of prof. staff Louis deVries, Dir'ector.
Physical Plant/Services
Representative of classified staff Esther Carnales
Representative of faculty Charles Ellard, Pres ..
Faculty Senate
Representative of alumni Richard Smith, Pres.,
Alumni Association
Representative of nation/ state Reynaldo G. Garza Judge.
Fifth Circuit United States Court of Appeals.

383-0725
Across from Pan Am.

IS DANCING
7DAYSAWEEK
TIL2A.M.
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

FREE
Pregnancy Test
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The President
Representative of students Fred Rodriguez, Pres.,
PAUSA
Representative
of
prof.
staff Louis
deVries,
Physical Plant/Services
Representative of classified staff Esther Carnales
Representative of faculty Charles Ellard, Pres.,
Faculty Senate
Representative of alumni Richard Smith, Pres.,
Alumni Association
Representative of nation/state Reynaldo G. Garza Judge,
Fifth Circuit United States Court of Appeals.

For Car, Truck, Van

Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE
2 locations/McAllen. Mission
Harlingen & Brownsville

Charles Ellard, Ch., Faculty Senate (bearing mace)
Arnulfo Martinez, Vice President Emeritus
Colleges and Universities
Ricardo E. Saldivar Vice President, PAUSA
Student Senate
F. J. Brewerton, Dean School of Business
Faculty School of Business
Jerry Pulley, Aeling Dean, School of Education
Faculty, School of Education
Bob Dowell, Dean, School of H umanities
Faculty, School of Humanities
Ernie Baca, Dean, School of Science and Math
Faculty, School of Science and Math
David Alvirez, Dean, School of Social Science
Faculty, School of Social Science
Julian Castillo, Director, Division of Health Related Professions
Faculty, Health Related Profeesions
Leslie M. Gower, Director of the Library
Library faculty
Ronald Utecht, Academic V-P, PAU-8
Faculty, PAU-B
Dr. Gilberto de los Sa-•-- "--C::tt,tiP.nts
Professional staff
Ricardo Hinojosa, Chairman, Board of Regents
Board of Regents
Homer Pena, President, PAU-Brownsville
Presidential Party

Pass Presidents (Schilling, Ward, Hodges)
Speaker- Director, Coord. Bd. of Tx Col and Univ. System
Clergy for Invocation
Clergy for Benediction
Carl Grantz
VP for Academic Affairs
Roy Flores
VP for Business Affairs
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I ''C", Phoenix, Az. 85031.
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IDigital Stop Watch For Sale for I
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Again. we thank you for
Colonel Burroughs was well
your
support and offer our
received throughout the
Valley and without your sup- assistance in any way in which
port and professional service we may be of service.
this would not have been
possible. The excellent Richard . Atkinson
coverage provided for our ac- Major, QM
tivlties is indicative of your Department Head
concern for those who served
.
our country in time of war.

I Call Ralph at 383-2647.
I
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
I
I
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JGet M:uter card or Vlsa---No
· TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
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credit check, Guaranteed. Free I
Broncs Stronger Than Ever!
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
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1280570; Dallas, Texas 75228 I
I(clip & save ad)
Economy Drive In
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I witn a minimum of $1 for each I
Our name says it all
Treasure Hills Womens'
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24 Hours 7 days a week
I Bring Ad copy to The Pan Amert- I
Center
Ica_n Emilia Hall 100 Deadlines is
Friday noon. To estimate cos• I
Valley Wide
count 30 letters and spaces to a I
I
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Robe colors play significant part in ceremony
The first PAU Inauguration
ceremony since 1960 will take
place Sunday when Dr.
Miguel A. Nevarez will be formally Inaugurated as President of Pan American University.
The ceremony, scheduled
for 2 p.m., In the Fine Arts
Auditorium, will feature a formal academic procession In

which Nevarez an oth~r
university leaders will march.
According to Jerry Clegg
McKone, PAU Publlc Information Services, Nevarez and
others will wear caps, gowns,
and hoods unique In design,
following styles dating back
many centuries.
The color of the silk llnlng
Inside the hoods Indicates the

Inauguration
Program
2p.m.

Carl Seale begins Inaugural concert
The White Peacock ......... 9 mins.
Suite from Water Music ..... 18 mins.
2:20 p.m. Processional begins (during last movement
of Suite)
2:30 p.m. Ceremony of Alligiance : 2 flag bearers 2
escorts
2:35 p.m. National Anthem (Valley Sumphony Orchestra)
2:40 p.m. Invocation
2:45 p.m. Greetings to the President:
2:55 p.m. Choral Tribute
3:00 p.m. Inaugural address (speaker: Kenneth introduced by: Carl Grantz
3:20 p.m. Installation of the President
Presentation : Homer Pena
Induction : Ricardo Hinojosa
3:25 p.m. Presidential Response
3:30 p.m. Benediction:
3:35 p.m. Recessional: Valley Symphony Orchestra
Procession marches across campus to Ballroom for reception

degree held and the institution
which awarded it.
Nevarez will wear a hood
with purple silk lining to represent New York University
where he received his doctor
of philosophy degree.

His hood will also be trimmed with a wide band of dark
blue velvet, the color which
represents the field of
philosophy.
He wlll also be wearing the
doctor's gown which Is marked by velvet facings down the
front as well as by three bars of
the same material on the bellshaped sleeves. In Nevarez's
case, the facings and bars of
his gown will be dark blue.
According to a book on
academic heraldry, dark blue
and purple are the most
suitable colors since other colors can produce a garish effect.

I he bachelor's gown Is a
simple one which falls In
straight llnes from a fairly
elaborate yoke and has long
pointed sleeves. The gown
should have no adornment
although some Institutions
match the yoke with the
school color.

The master's gown Is similar
to the bachelor's with the exception of themsleeves. In the
case, the sleeves are closed
and have an opening at the
wrist.
Each college of a university
has a hood which Is different
In the design of its lining.
Some hoods are lined with a
single color while others are
marked with bars of yet
another color.
The size and shape of the
hood as well as the width of
the velvet trimming all lndivate the level of the degree.
The length of the hood also

Psychology Club announces
their 2nd meeting
during Activity Period on
Dec. 8th in LA 125
Election of officers will be considered.
Informal Program discussing what
Psychologists do

Indicates the degree held by
the wearer. The bachelor's,
for example, Is three feet, the
master's ls three and a half
feet, and the doctor's Is four
feet long.
The cap worn with the
gown
Is
called
a
"mortarboard". This cap ls
shaped to flt the head and has
a stiff square top with a tassel
attached to it.
Following is a list of the colors associate with the various
faculties. These colors are
mandatory on the hoods but
optional on the tassels.
Agriculture-maize, Arts,
Letters, Humanities-white;
Commerce, Accountacy Business-drab; Dentistry-lilac;

Economics-copper; Education-light blue; Engineeringorange; Fine Arts including
Architecture-brown; Forestryrusset, Journalls-crlmson;
Law-purple; Library Sciencelemon; Medclne-green;
Music-pink; Nursing-apricot;
Optometry-sea foam green;
Oratory (Speech)-sivler gray;
Pharmach-ollve green;
Philosophy-dark bue; Physical
Education-sage green;
Podiatry, Chlropody-ntle
green; Public Adminltration
including Foreign Sciencepeacock blue; Public Healthsalmon pink; Science-golden·
yellow; Social Science-cream;
Social Work-citron; Theologyscarlet; Veterinary Sciencegray.

1121 W. VAN WEEK
Price Reduced $4500
$1500. down , assume VA morgage
of approximately $2100.00 at 8
1/ 2 % . Payment $229. per month
P. I. T. I. Dwner will finance balance
for 5 years at 12%.
Call Gloria at Ben Bow Realty
686-1555

Calidad

Desde1849
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Inauguration planned Sunday Parade scheduled tomorrow,
In Inauguration ceremonies
Sunday afternoon before
1,000 friends and witnesses,
Dr. Miguel A. Nevarez will
become the first Hispanic
president of Pan American
University.
Nevarez, a former Pan Am
Student, says ii Is the "rel!lizalion of a dream."
Key speaker for the 2 p .l'n.,
event at the Fine Arts Auditorlum is Kenneth Ashworth,
head of the coordinating
Board, a body that govern1
course offerings at universities
throughout the state.
As of Tuesday almost 700
people had accepted the invltation to attend . The

auditorium holds 1,050 peopie. People who have invltlations will be seated first. Any
seats remaining will be available on a first-come firstserved basis to anyone else
wishing to attend, according
to the University activities
Committee.
The guest list for the ceremony includes 25 presidents
or representatives from universitles, 170 faculty members
and 68 spouses, more than 20
in the presidential party more
than 20 in the student senate,
and almost 400 oth..irs who
had received invitations.
After the installation, peopie will be dismissed by rows

and wiU walk along the COV·
ered walkway to the Ballroom
for the reception.
The menu Includes; beef
yakltory, checkerboard finger
sandwiches, marinated stuffed
mushrooms, stuffed mushrooms caps , miniature
plcadillo turnovers, salmon
mousse pineapple cheese
logs, sombrero food salad,
vegetable tray and dip, caviar
crown mold, cheese ball with
crackers, 80 gallons of sangria
punch, and 50 gallons of sunshine punch.
The planning for the pres!dentlal inauguration started
since early in the fall semester.

~---------------------------------....!

many floats, cars entered
Ronald McDonald and Santa Claus, children's delights,
will highlight the first PAU
Homecoming Parade In more
than 20 years tomorrow at 5
p .m.
Students and other partlclpants should be at South
Park not later than 4 :15 p.m.,
so the parade can begin on
time.
"It's going to be a good old
fashioned parade," said Eloy
Garcia, assistant to the
PAUSA president and vice
president.
From the South Park starting point, the parade will
move up Closner, go left
around the Courthouse, turn

west on University Drive, turn the Physical Plant parking lot.
right on Sugar Road and end In compliance with fire regulaat the Physical Plant parking tlons, the bonfire will consist
lot near the dorms.
of 10-foot high letters
Kim Krause, assistant for ---PAU--- made of pipe Inthe parade, says the parade stead of wood and wrapped In
will be ''everything and lots burlap. The letters, positioned
more."
another 10 feel high, will be lit
"We expect a big turnout," be a torch.
she said.
The IK's were responsible
Headed by Grand Marshal for obtaining the pipe which
Dr. Miguel Nevarez, the was donated by Crow Iron
parade will include floats, and by Cactus Iron, both of
cars, trucks, two fire engines, Edinburg. The letters themthe basketball team, horses, a selves were constructed by the
tank and the Bronco Queen Physical Plant personnel.
candidates.
-Rest.tratton _ __
Following the parade, a
bonfire and pep rally are student's schedule and fee
scheduled In the field north of statement will be malled to his
address current.ly on file , if the
student's address has changed
he should notify the Registrar
or Admissions Offices," said
Renner.
"We receive a lot of mall
stamped moved or no longer
at this address, so we would
, appreciate students notifying
us when their addresses
change."
"Students on financial aid
will receive a cash item along
with their fee statement," said
renner. "The cash Item must
be signed and returned to the
office of the comptroller to
complete the registration process."
Students not receiving
financial aid may pay their
registration fee by mail by
returning the fee statement
along with a check for !full
payment of the amount Indicated. No partial or late
payments will be accepted.
Complete instructions for
paying for registration wlll be
included with the fee state•
men! Students should read
and follow these instructions
carefully to avoid having their
schedule voided , Students
who do not register early dur•
ing priority registration will
register during regular
registration Jan 13-15.
For further information,
contact the Admissions Office.
381-2206.

- - Who'• Who--

Play Whataburger's Winner Wonderland Game today.
Three ways to win. You'll have a chance at the $25 ,000 grand prize.
Over 2 million cash and food prizes available. And your odds of winning are better than 1 in 2.
Offer good at participating Whataburger restaurants.

double major in biology and
chemistry. Miranda, an active
member of Beta Beta Beta a
biological ho nor society, is a
student government senator
and has participated in the
University of Texas Health
Science Center San Antonio
summer program
Ro sa linda Hernandez.
biology ma1or, is a member of
Beta Beta Beta and a recipient
of the Joe and Jess Crump
scholarship for two years
Marla Guadalupe Dill Gar•
za. a three-year member of
the PAU Pre-Med Bio-Med
Honor Society. was also accepted to the University of
Texas Health Science Center
summer program at San Antonio Medical School Health
Related Professions
Rita Brenda Saldana was
awarded a scholarship to The
American Nurses Association
and is a member of the Texas
Student Nurses Association,
having served as secretary.
A predental major, David
Gomillion has made the
Dean's List four semesters and
was accepted In The National
Deans for 1980-81 Gomillion
is also a member of Phi Sigma
Kappa fraternity.
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Kickapoo testify in Washington,
continue fight for land

By Nora Lopez

"At one time they owned
millions of acres of land, but
they gave it up, or were forced
to give it up. Now they do not
have a handful of Mother
Earth to call their own," Nakai
Breen spokeswoman for the
Kickapoo, testified before the
House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee.
After years of fighting for
land, the Kickapoo Tribe of
Eagle Pass, Texas, finally got
their chance to state their
grievances in Washington,
D.C., on Oct. 30.
"It was very gratifying to see
a group of people who had
been ignored to have their
day," said James McLeod
PAU history professor and
Presbyterian clergyman who
testified on behalf of the
Kickapoo.
"It was like a fantasy to
testify before Congress," said
McLeod, who was accompanied by PAU professor
George Mclemore.
Based on history, I believe
this will be the last opportunity
for the Kickapoo to address

Congress," McLeod said. "If
we don't get it done this time,
we're probably not going to
have another chance."
McLeod, who had been
working with the Kickapoo for
about a year, said that five
panels testified at the hearing.
The first panel to testify was
the Kickapoo band itself. It
was in this panel that Nakai
Breen testified. Breen , who
visited PAU earlier this year,
told the Committee of the
many injustices which they
suffer. She told of how they
live with the fear that at
anytime a city inspector can
walk up and throw them out
because they do not meet the
City Code
In essence, according to
Breen the Kickapoo are a
people without land--without
a country--without citizenship.
"We need citizenship to
take part of the benefits that
everybody takes part of,"
Breen said. "For the longest
while, we thought we were
American citizens "
To establish their citizenship

was perhaps the most important factor of the hearing.
Once citizenship has been
granted, the Kickapoo will
then be able to qualify for
many of the service they
need, such as old age pension
and health services.
Although most of the
Kickapoo are enrolled
members of the Kickapoo
tribe of Oklahoma, a federally
recognized tribe, they have
been denied citizenship by administrative officials in both
the United States and Mexico.
This is because they live in
Eagle Pass, yet they migrate to
Nacimiento, Mexico, for
religious ceremonies.
It was the Kickapoo Tribe of
Oklahoma who made up the
second panel. In their
testimony, the tribe urged for
prompt congressional action
lo establish an Indian Reservation for their tribal members of
Eagle Pass.
The third panel consisted of
testamonies from the people
of Maverick County, where
Eagle Pass is located.

The fourth panel was the
religious panel in which
McLeod testified . Various
other religious denominations
besides the Presbyterian
Church were represented in
this panel.
The fifth and final panel to
testify was the legal panel--the
panel of lawyers who represent the Kickapoo.
Because of the difference in
culture, it was necessary to
prepare the Kickapoo for the
appearance beford the committee, Mcleod said.
"For example, unlike Congressi ona I practice, the
Kickapoo consider it rude to
interrupt or be inattentive
when someone is speaking,"
he said. "To help them know
what to expect during the
hearing and thereby build
their confidence, we conducted a practice hearing the
night before."
Although
McLeod
recognizes that Bill HR 4496
does have problems, he says
he thinks they can be worked
out.
"We are aware of the

obstacles we face of getting
this bill," he said . "It will require an enormous manifestation of concern by the
Ar:ierican people."
In spite of the obstacles,
Mcleod says there was an
overall warmth and concerned sympathy from the Committee.
If passed by the House of
Representatives. the bill will
automatically go on the calendar of the senate.
"We hope to get the bill out
of the Committee before they
adjourn in December,"
McLeod said "Our best
estimate is that the Senate will
wait to see what the House
does."
One obstacle facing the bill
is lack of a sponsor in the
Senate. To date. Sen. Lloyd
Bentsen has refused, but Sen .
John Tower is considering it.
Rep. Abraham Kazen of
Laredo sponsored the bill in

the House. McLeod attributes
much of the success of the
hearings to Kazen
"Kazen proved to be a concerned and aggressible sponsor." McLeod said. "I urge
people to write to him, giving
him thanks."
McLeod also suggest
writing Sen. Tower to urge
him to sponosr the bill.
"It would also be helpful to
write the president to urge his
support for the bill." he said.
"As a historian I urge the
passage of this bill, because It
is historically a justifiable action to redress an ancient inequity," he added, "It is a
wrenching experience to see
suffering children and to see
the crowded and unsanitary
conditions of the Kickapoo
campsite in Eagle Pass.
"We must not penalize
them for clutching to the traditions of the past. We should
celebrate with them in their
pride and nobility."

[ Photos by George Mclemore

Kickapoo /obbles--Nakal Breen reinforces her testimony to the congressional
committee with lndlan sign language.

Leglalatl~ actlon--On the •te1>9 of the national capitol Kickapoo Indian

Rtghta activl•t, Nakai Reen, explain■ to CongTe••man Abraham Kazin of
Laredo, •ponoar of HR 4496, the need for legl•latlce action. Kickapoo tribal
1-der, Maketeonenodua, obaen,ea the dl•cu••lon.

,I

~

Committee hearfng•-.J lm McLeod, PAU Hl•tory lnatructor, (aecond
from the left) often hl• tatlmony to the Houae committee on the
lntmtor and lnaular Affaln.

Simple Homes- Kickapoo camp beneath bridge at Eagle Pass, TexH
violating health code■.
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Broncs drop close game
to Mercer Bears 77-74

SPORTS

Mercer University of
Georgia, averaging 101 points
per game, handed the Broncs
their first loss In regular season
play here Saturday night

".',,.
..- ; . - : . ; ~ - ; ; - ; . ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 77-74.
The Bears, coached by Bill
Bibb, were led by forward
Tony Gattis with a game high
of 26 points. Gattis was named th~ most valuable player In
his conference last yvar.
Mercer started out by controlling the tip-off and Immediately going to the boards
as Darryl Burton was fouled
by Bronc Robert Kirby. Burton sank one of two free
throws to put the Bears on the
board first.
The Broncs got their first
two points with Darwin
Butler's tip-in.

Afr bound--Cllnton Cobb ahowa good form on hi•
jump ahot H three Mercer players hold their
ground.

Everything Reduced 20% 50%
Simplicity & McCall patterns 1/2 off
Until December 19, 1981
Biggest Sale of the year.
Sale will run several days.
2612N.10th

McAllen
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682-6861

-

Down by three points the
Broncs began their asault on
the Bears by going ahead of
the Bears 6-5 with a 18 foot
Jumper by Butler with 14:05
on the clock.
The Broncs continued to
build their lead with 4:51 left
before halftime with an eight
point margin 27-19.
Mercer came back with Gattis sinking two baskets to cut
the margin by four points
33-29 Just before halftime.
Starting the second half, the
Bears' Travis Johnson quickly
made four points with a layup
and a 10 foot Jump shot from
the middle to even the game
at 33-33.
The Broncs rapidly
answered back as Clinton
Cobb drove down the middle
for two.
With 17: 14 left In the game
Gattis on a fast break hit on a
12 footer to tie the game at
35-35.
The Bears took the lead
37-35 with Johnson'
s tip-In with 16:48 left In the
game. The Broncs knotted the
score on their next possession
with Kirby hitting a 12 footer.
From then on, the Bears
had the lead with Gattis scoring two with a driving layup
making It 39-37.
The Bears continued to
press the Broncs and with

15:42 left Gattis stole the ball
and hussled down the floor to
stuff the ball. The Bears led 41
-37.
The Bears had their widest
margin 68-60 with 5:34 left to
play.
The Broncs began a come
back move as Larry Skinner, ·
Bill Moser, Robe.r t Kirby and
Darwin Butler contributed two
points each to close the gap
70-68 with 3:08 on the clock.
Seeing their lead cut to two
points the Bears came back to
make it 73-68 with two free
throws by Johnson and one
out of two by Morris Thompson with 2: 19 left to play.
Skinner came right back for
the Broncs and made two with
a 10 footer from the corner to
make It 73-70.
With lime running out for
the Broncs, the Bear's Gattis
scored two more points and
made the score 75-70 with
1:51 left.
Butler and Andrew Lance
had a basket each with 58
seconds to go to bring the
Broncs to within one point of
winning the game.
Mercer got a break with 43
seconds left as Skinner fouled
Gattis sending him to the foul
line. · Gattis went one for one
but was unable to score.
With a ray of hope left Pan
Am got the ball once more
with 10 seconds left on to
have a foul called against
them sending Mercer to the
foul line. Thompson put the
game away for the Bears by
sinking the two free throws
ending the game 77-74.
Top scorer for the Broncs
was Skinner with 21 points
followed by Cobb with 17.

Other Bronc scores were
Butler with 16 points, Hatch
and Kirby had 6, Moser 4 and
Andrew Lance and Kevin
Smith contributed 2 points
each.
The Broncs also played
Monterrey Tech two weeks
ago with the Broncs coming
out on top 65-51.
The Broncs next game will
be today against West Texas

State University In Amarillo.
The radio broadcast of the
game will be tape-delayed and
played back at 10:30 p.m.
Radio Station KRIO of
McAllen, 910 on the dial,
broadcasts all the Bronc
games. This one will not be
live because KRIO previously
had committed to broadcast
the Houston Oilers' football
game Thursday.

gon

Botti~ fn,ld~--Darwtn Butler
up for two a•
Mercer'• Moma Thompeon defende.

ATTENTION
MIDTERM GRADUATES

~HE BRO~ tll,SVILLE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT is currently accepting applications for the 1981-1982 school year. Anticipated openings in: Elementary
Bil. Ed., Secondary Math, English and Science.

Brownsville Independent School District offers:
• Life Insurance
• Liability Insurance
• Medical Insurance

•
•
•
•
•

Competitive Salaries
Easy access to Mexico
Nearby Beaches
Other Recreational Activities
Opportunities for Professional Growth

For further information contact or write:
Mr. Oscar Barbour
Director of Personnel
1050 E. Madison
Brownsville. Texas 78520
The Brownsville Independent School District Is an equal opportunity employer, M/F/H.

Bronc DefeM~·-Robert Kirby and Clinton Cobb defend underneath the
bHket aa Mercer'• Danyl Burton hang• on to the ball.
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---Meet the Broncs-- "A lot of people are going
to look at him and think,
'Here's another 6-foot-7,
heavy kid with lead in his
shoes," says a scouting report
about Bill Moser.
T he 210-pound Moser
comes to Pan Am as a juniorcollege transfer with good
credentials. He averaged 20
points, 10 rebounds as an AllState p layer for South
Georgia Junior College. He
ripped 38 points, one game.
He was his team's MVP.
"Moser Is an Indiana player,
a competitor who loves to
play," says a second scouting
opinion. "Pan Am needs him
to come through on the
boards. He can score from 15
feet on in. He's a good Jumper
and a smart player."
In high school Moser was
an All-State star for Pioneer
High in Royal Center, Ind. He
averaged 18.5 points and nine
rebounds, good stats In that
basketball-crazed state.
"Nobody in Indianapolis
ever heard of me," Moser
says. "They probably never
heard of Royal Center, either.
They think It's a place where
you drive tractors to school."
Another asset Moser brings
to Pan Am Is brains. He has a
3. 4 GPA (grade-point
average) on a 4 .0 scale. He's
majoring in pre-pharmacy,
minoring in chemistry. He
makes A's In courses like
calculus arid physics, courses
which few athletes (or coaches
or sports writers either) ever
take .

Larry (Pork Chop) Skinner
picked up his unusual
nickname becuase he liked to
eat pork chops. Pan Am
basketball fans are likely to
remember him a long time,
and for better reasons than his
nickname.
Skinner could be one of the
most exiciting guards ever to
play basketball for the Broncs.
And Pan Am obviously
needs reinforcement at guard.
The Broncs are rebuilding
after losing their two first-class
starting guards, Rueben Cole
and Mike Carroll.
At 6 -foot-3 and 190
pounds, Skinner loves to play
basketball. He made All-State
at Maury High in Norfolk,
Va. , then earned JC AllAmerica at St. Gregory's In
Shawnee, Okla.
The Sporting News picked
Skinner among the nation's
top 50 JC recruits this year.
Don Sumner, who coached
Skinner, Carroll and 27 other
major-college ballplayers during his 20 years at St.
Gregory's believes that Skinner is "probably the quickest
basketball player you will ever
see.''
Skinner averaged 23.6
points and led St. Gregory's
with 175 assists while sparking
the JC to 21 victories. He also
tossed four rebounds a game
onto the statistics scales.
Even with his superb
credentials, Skinner, like the
other nine JC newcomers to
Pan Am this year, must make

the adjustment to NCAA Division I basketball.
A rare four-sport letterman
at a big-city high school, Kevin
Smith has a strong basketball
background as a new sophomore player.

"Darwin Butler Is like having a coach out there on the
court, because he always
wants everybody to take the
high-percentage shot," according to a pre-season scouting
report which praises the
6-foot-5 newcomer to the Pan
American basketball team.
The Broncs are rebuilding
with a short front line. Butler
could be a key gear In the new
Bronc transmission.
At 215 pounds, Butler will
be giving up five or six Inches,
and 40 or 50 pounds, against
many of the centers that Pan
Am battles.
"He is a very strong rebounder, offensively and
defensively. He has a great
attitude--he loves to win. He
works hard all the time against
the taller men he usually
faces. Pan Am is going to
need his boards badly, this
year."
In junior college, Butler
proved that a short center with
a big heart and burning desire
doesn't need to back away,
when confronted with the 6-9
and 6-10 centers that most
teams now possess.

At 6-foot-4 and 185
pounds, Smith can play guard
or move up front.
"He's a team player, a good
passer, a steady shooter,"
says the scouting report. "He's
been around basketball all his
life. His father, Sammy Smith,
Is the announcer for the San
Antonio Spurs."
As the youngest Bronc this
season, Just turned 19 in
April, Smith realistically
figures to be back-up for
older, more experienced
men . He played as a
freshman for Temple Junior
College.
"Smith doesn't make the
usual sophomore mistakes,"
says another scouting report.
"He's smart player who passes
well. He hustles and he's a
good student."
At Winston Churchill High
in San Antonio , Smith earned
seven letters in four sports-Last season Butler fought
football , baseball and tennis, his way to 12.2 rebounds a
plus basketball. (The only games fo HIii Junior College
other current Bronc who let- at Hillsboro, Tex. He also
tered In four sports is Kim scored 11.8 points a game. As
Owen, 6-3 senior guard.)
any basketball fans underSmith made All-District as a stands, not many big men, or
basketball play-maker who 6-5 centers either, will go out
averaged seven points. He night after night in college.
also hit .413 In baseball as a basketball and average above
pitcher and shortstop.
12 rebounds.

r

..

Bill Moeer

I.any Skinner

Kervin Smith

l

'

I

P age 11

Intramural basketball
games
Nov. 3
The Beaver Eaters beat Camp Alumn i Asso.
(62-28)
APO defeated Camp (51-33)
APO over HPE&R C lub (women) (30-10)
Stranglers over Camp (40-29)
APO beat Camp Alu mni Asso. (53-25)

'

Nov. 17
Beaver Eaters defea t AP O (50-37)
Stranglers beat Camp Alumni Asso. (55-16)

~-,
BARBER

&
HAIRSTYLING
phone for an oppo/ntment

383-9012
520 E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG
LAYA,WAY FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS

• Gift
Wrappi111

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

• Engr1vin1

Darwin Buder

LEARNTOFLY

Broncs
•
win

BIOe
~~

meet

-,n

The Lady Broncs gymnastics team ended Its fall
schedule on Nov. 20-21
sweeping two meets against
Tarleton State University.
Pan Am outscored TSU
both days 88.65 to 77.95 and
85.89 to 76 .89.

1

Solo in 30 days
for

ontv543cr

The Broncs also edged past
old rival Southwest Texas

State twice In their last two
meets.
Janie Moran captured allaround honors for Pan Am
when-the Lady Broncs narrowly defeated Southwest
Texas State In their last
outing, 84.80 to 83.80 and

84.70 to 84.10.
"The girls have worked
nrally hard and I'm looking
fOl'Ward to a good year," said
Coach Jeanette Hawkins. The
team's next competition will
be Jan. 29 at Southwest
Taas State.

mcAllen
Wlna honors- Janie Monn captured all-uound
honon for Pan Am ln the lHt two meete. Pan Am'•
IM!llt competition wlll be Jan. 29 at Southweet

Tau Stete.

11'::i~m+Fi

1

Aviation
(512) 68 1 81 71

!811 S

10TH • McAlltN

TlXAS 18!,01
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McMurry Indians Potential Spoilers
at Homecoming game
Giant-killing McMurry ColMcMurry has four other letlege of Abilene, which has a terman, featuring senior Bebo
giant of its own In 6-foot-7, Terry, averglng 16 points.
225-pound Keith White, will
try to spoli the Bronc's
Dennis Bradford, a twoHomecoming basketball game year starter who lost his
Saturday night
eligibility at mid term last
season, returns as a 6-3 forMcMurry's Indians have ward who's averaging 12.3
stampeded Into the NAIA points
(small college) playoffs the
past three seasons. White's
The Indians are defending
play at center has been a machampions of the Texas Interjor factor in that surge
collegiate Athletic ASS()Cia· The big guy Is averaging tion, over rivals like Trinity,
20.7 points, 9 .8 rebounds. Austin College and Lubbock
He sparkplugs a steady Christian
machine that McMurry fans
expect to be the power In
Coach Hershel Kimbrell
NAIA District 8 again.
believes in playing a tough
Any team with White playIng the post can be dangerous. White easily looks like
the top one or two players In
NAIA District 8 If he keeps up
the early pace, he could push
for national honors.

nonconference schedule to
sharpen McMurry for the
TIAA wars ahead. Besides
their visit to Pan Am Saturday, the Indians will Invade
two other NCAA Olvivsion I
ballclubs, Baylor and The

Ce/eb,ation_;

University of Texas--San Antonio.
Kimbrell of McMurry has
guided his ballclub to playoff
chances by winning 21, 20
and 19 games the past three
years.
Although MuMurry Is a
smaller college than Pan Am
with 1,350 students to the
state university's 9, 100--the
team from Abilene possesses
one definite advantage for this
early-season meeting.
Saturday's encounter will
Mark McMurry's seventh
game of the young season. It
will be only the Bronc's third.

dr. robert

NAIA teams can start practice six weeks earlier, and start
playing a month earlier, than
their NCAA Division I rivals
can
This ohen gives the NAIA
teams an early-season edge In
sharpness.
The Broncs showed early
potential this year despite their
heart-breaking loss to Mercer
last Sarurday.

Flnt Place - Beaver Eaten
Second Place - The Stranglen
Third Place · A.P.O.
Fourth Place - Camp AA

After Saturday, the Broncs
won't play at home for a
week, when Trinity of San
Antonio visits them at 7:25
p.m Saturday, Dec. 12.

WRINKLE,

pol. sci.

happy

40th

McAllen. Tex

--

Intramural Basketball Results

IS OPEN

birthday

HAPPY HOUR 5 · 7

thu.rs. night probability club

FREE HORS D'OEUVRES
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG·

Queen election contested ... ~
MERICAN
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I COMMENTARY:rti
Letters to the Editor'- -----_...;.--To The Editor
I have been reading the letters to the dltor about students' feelings toward both
creationism and evolution and
I would like to announce that I
will be teaching a curse in
human evolution In the spring, Anthropology 1413-Introduction to Physical Anthro-

pology. It presents the Ideas of
creationism and thE< evidence
for human evolution (archae-

To the editor:

Although I am by no means
an accomplished critic, I cannot help but be impressed by
logy, biology, and gentles). I the quality of the fall issues of
hope you will join me if you the Pan American. I have
are Interested In this current viewed student newspapers at
seven different institutions of
and very Important topic.
higher learning over the past
26 years, and I can truthfully
Sincerely

assembling an excepttonai
staff of dedicated newspaper
people. I know that with the
guidance and direction you
are providing, these students
will continue to grow and
develop into outstanding
media professionals. As Dean
The adviser and the editor, , of the School of Business AdMr. Oscar Gal'UI, are to be ministration and an avid
commended for their efforts In reader of student newspapers,
say that none of these publications surpassed the Pan
American In news coverage,
writing skills, objectivity,
perspective, editorial commentary, photography, and
advertl.sing.

I hope that you will continue
to strive for quality and peifectton in the Pan American, as
our university accelerates Its
pursuit of excellence In all Its
academic and extracurricular
enduvon.
Sincerely,

F.J.

Robert T. Trotter 11 Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Anthropology

~

THE

QOVERNMENTa

REPOKf~l,
Well, the fall semester Is finally coming to a close as we
all head Into final exams. The Student Association is very
proud to report the culmination of a very successful
semester, but It all must be contributed to you, the PAU
student! It was the interest, dedication and hard work
which you gave that made possible the progress ex•
perienced these past four months. The list of PAUSA's
Accomplishments include:
--The BOOK SWAP where $1000 worth of books were
sold
--participation in freshman orientation and the alumni
phone-a-thon
.--PAUSA brochure In an effort to let the student know
who their senators were
--12 senate meetings, 11 with a quorum ,
--a Student of the Month Program
--more voting booths made possible through constitutional amendments
--the Leadership Conference in cooperation with
UCPC
--participation In three dances/mixers in cooperation
with RHA and the Presidents council
--the STOP (Student Together on Progress) WEEK including six Information Table accross campus and a
STOP Rally and March
--Housing list compiled by Senator Abe Miranda
--Sen. Bryon Dunaway was appointed to the Texas
Student Association Legislation Information Director
which Is one of the top five positions in TSA
--a successful Bronco Games and Homecoming
Parade
--the Bonfire PAU letter purchased In cooperation with
the Intercollegiate Knights
--The election and crowning of the 1981-82 Bronco
Queen
--participation in an support of the Conference on
Rehabilitation and Special Education
--the Car Pool Program
--the creation of the President's Council
--the establishing of the PAUSA Board of Directors
--three referendums presented to the PAU student
body on the paving of Van Week street, Mini-semesters
and the remodeling of the track
--The Senate resolution passed"and sent to the Board
of Regents asking for a bus shelter in front of the Adminsltration Building.
--working on a Child center, a central campus store
and the Humanities Council
•-the participation of 158 student leaders from 49
organizations across campus, the Student Senate, and 20
students at large. during President Miguel Nevarez's Inauguration.
Special thanks must be extended to these following
organization whose unselfish, dedicated work proved to
be PAUSA's greatest asset: the Veteran's, Alpha Phi
Omega, ROTC, Ladies of Camolot, the Intercollegiate
Knights, the Residence Halls Association, Bilingual
Education Student Organization, Alpha Kappa Psi, Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Lambda Alpha Epsilon, the Jau
Dancers, the Cheerleaders and the Pan American Staff.
Have a Merry Christmas, A Happy New Year and we
will see you in January!

Fred Rodriguez
PAUSA Preeldent

Ricardo E. Saldivar Jr.
PAUSA Vlce-Preeldent

Inauguration committee commended
The University Activities Committee and Dr. Miguel
Nevarez should be commended for an outstanding job of
planning the presidential Inauguration Sunday.
The task was much harder than many of you might
think. The committee was composed of administration,
faculty and students.
Members of the committee are Nancy Smither, chairperson; Dr. Pat de la Fuente, co-chairperson and

Oacar Garza

Editor

secretary; Jerry Baldwin, Jose Gomez, Alma Ramos,
Ricardo Saldivar, Tony Vela, Dr. F. J.
Dr.
Hubert Miller. Fred Rodriguez and Dr. Tom Semper.
Planning began in early September and the committee
met almost every Tuesday to work on the inauguration
The guest list had to be worked on diligently because the
Fine Arts Auditorium only hold 1,050.
The committee sent out some 1,300 Invitations all over
the state and nation. However, the committee did not
overlook the '"true supporters" of the University either In
addition close to 152 seats were made available to the student organizations and many of them came to the Inauguration.
After the guest list was composed, other Items were
worked on. The stuffing of the envelopes had to be done
and the problem of having one malling or two had to be
decided upon. After much deliberation, the committee
decided to have two mailings, one for the tickets and the
other for the additional information for the Homecoming
Week.
The auditorium had be arranged for Inaugural procession. Platforms had to be built for the podium and for the
video taping equipment. The symphony orchestra had to
be placed on stage without interfering with the platform
guests. In addition. a plan had to be made so that the or-

Bl•www•••

chestra could move on and off stage quietly without too
much noise.
The floral arrangements had to be decided upon and all
the plants looked lovely in the orchestra pit and around
tbe campus. We were surprised to see the entire processional and audience walk across campus to the reception.
The ROTC stcjents must be commended because theV
did an outstanding job in ushering the people to their
chairs. The ROTC also kept good control of the people
leaving the auditorium. There was not a stampede.
At the reception, the food was excellent from the beef
to the punch. The finger sandwiches were tasty and the
ice sculptures were beautiful, ii caught everybody's eye.
The Intercollegiate Knights, the Kappa Deltas and the
Ladles of Camelot served very well because all the plates
and cups were disposed of In minutes after people finished with their food .
Yes, the inauguration was more rhan Just one day of
planning, it took a long while
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Guajardo crowned Bronco Queen
Veterans contest fall election
By Ellaeo Rodriguez
Anoclate Editor
The Student Court will hear
a complaint contesting the
Bronco Queen election at 2
p.m. Friday in UC 307, according to Dolly Solis, attorney
general.
The Veterans Club has filed
a complaint citing election
code violations by the Election
Commission and by a sponsoring organization.

Sec. 1~.02C of the electl~n
code requires a complaint
against the election commission to be filed in writing with
the Chief Justice of the Student Court.
"We filed the complaint
with Tony Vela at 4 p .m. Fri·
day because we couldn't locate Dolly Solis," Brenda
Foley Veterans club president
said.
Vela Is PAUSA adviser. According to Fred Rodriguez,
PAUSA president, Student
government did not receive
the complaint till Monday
because of the weekend.
"Student government will

follow prescribed procedure in
this matter," Rodriguez said.
"Letters of notification are being hand delivered to all individuals concerned."

Sec. 15.02E of the election
code specifies the court "Must
notify by certified mail as well
as by telephone and/or personal contact: the plaintiff, the
defendant and the Student
Association adviser as to time
and place of the hearing
within three calendar days
after the complain was filed."
The complaint cites violations of six regulations of the
code:

place.

Sec. 8.03G of the election
code states a tentative list of
poll workers will be compiled
at least seven calendar days
before the scheduled election.
Poll workers must faithfully
execute the election pro:
cedures of the Students'
Association as provided in this

Constitution, election code
and by-laws.

Sec. 8.04 Election poll
workers and members of the
Election Commission may
neither campaign or in any
way verbalize their opinions
durin!=I the election.

Sec. 9.01 Campaigning shall

verbal soliciting of voles.

be defined as any explicit
soliciting of votes for a particular candidate{s) involved
in the election concerned.
This includes distributing or
displaying any campaign
materials, campaign literature,
posting campaign signs and

Sec. 9 .03 states there shall
be no campaigning within a
radius of 50 feet of the polls.
No campaign material may be
exposed by persons going in
and/or out of the 50 feet
radius of the polls.

Sec. 8.02 Election commissioners shall be assigned the
responsibility of supervising
the operation of the polls. The
Election Commission Chairperson shall be responsible. for
the coordination of the election.
Sec. 8.03E Election commission members and poll workers must wear appropriate
identification during the elec·
tion.
Sec. 8.03F states no poll
worker may influence the vote
of another person in way
while working at the polling

IS OPEN
HAPPY HOUR 5 - 7
Bronco Queen-Angie Guajardo, Ladies of Camelot
representative was c rowned during halftime of the
Broncs basketball game.

FREE HORS D'OEUVRES
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG
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Go Bronc.I . . . Cheerleaders lead the pep-rally as the PAU bonfire bums In
the background.

UCPC wins--The float competition was won by UCPC with their casino
theme.

UCPC, APO win parade competition
Pep rally, bonfire culminate evening
UCPC and APO won the
float and car competition
respectively at the Homecoming parade Friday.
The PAU Jazz Dancers and
ASPA took second place In
each event. All four winners
were awarded cash prizes with
UCPC and the Jazz Dancers
receiving a trophy as well.
All entries in the competition were judged on creativty,
originality, and adherence to
the theme, "America's energy
ls mind power."

Judges for the competition
were Lee Hibbits, of the Edinburg Chamber of Commerce,
Edinburg Mayor Richard
Alamia, and Ricardo Hinojosa
chairman of the Board of
Regents.
Escorted by the Edinburg
Police Department, the
parade included two fire
engines, horses, the ROTC
color guard and a Drill team.
President Nevarez, who served as Grand Marshal, rode
near the head of the parade in

a white 1966 Mercedes con"It looked very nice." "This
vertible.
is the first lime we've had burAccording to Fred Rodri- ning letters and I believe it is a
gu, z, PAUSA president, there lot neater and safer."
were approximately !lO entries
in the parade. Among some
"There is also more senof the "famous" personalities timental value in seeing your
at the parade were Santa school letters burn in such a
Claus and the KBFM/104 beautiful glow," he added.
Owl.
"As far as student views
Soon after, the ten-foot let- were concerned, most were in
ters spelling PAU were lit. a~reement with Garcia.
Standing off the ground
another ten feet the blazing
"It was a beautiful illuminaletter illuminated the rally
tion of the Pan American symarea.

One last description was
bols. I know it took a lot of
hard work and ii just showed that of freshman Gloria
how much dedication the Rodriguez.
students have to PAU," said
"When they lit the letters it
gave off a warm radiating
Alva Barbosa. sophomore.
glow that flickered on the
"It was crowded, but what I crowd. The sight would kindle
saw I did like," Rosvel Garza, and spirited students at PAU,
senior. "The blazing of the let- she said.
ters was pretty."
Homecoming '81 ended
"A lot of people showed up with a 69-63 win by the
and it shows that a lot of peo- Broncs against McMurry. The
ple do back and encourage game was followed by a victhe players," she said.
tory dance at the PE complex.

Band has spirit .... The Bronc Band shows its support by playing at the pep•

rally.

ffello-J.R. Gana eaya APO backs the basketball Broncs.

Are we supposed to be at attention? . . . PAU Army ROTC shows off their
Queen candidate at parade.
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Nevarez becomes sixth president
Valley native outlines future plans for university
"On a very personal level, I
wish to thank the University-the Regents, the faculty, the
staff and the students--for the
honor they have bestowed
upon me by my selection as
President of Pan American
University," Dr. Miguel Angel
Nevarez, president, said.
Nevarez was formally in Inaugurated as the university's
sixth president Sunday before
900 well, wishers, friends and
relatives.

The procession in colorful
robes from universities all over
the nation started the ceremony just after 2 p.m. Representatives from colleges
and universities entered the
Fine Arts Auditorium followed
by the student senate, faculty
and administrators.
The Rio Grande Valley
Symphony Orchestra provided the music throughout the
march with Lucila Montoya
singing the National Anthem
and a choral selection.
With Dr. Charles Ellard
leading the dignitetaries on
stage, to the program began
with former President Ralph
Schilling speaking first.
"I am proud of having a role
In creating what you see today," Schilling said. "I believe
that Pan American is one of
the top 10 state supported
universities in the state, and I
hope this university continues
to prosper and become one of
the top five universities in the

Hinojosa presented the
University chain of office as
the crowd rose to a standing
ovation. After hugging Hinojosa and wiping tears from his
eyes, Nevarez proceeded with
his speech.
"I would like to thank Dr.
Schilling for leaving to all of us
a University with the human,
financial and physical resources necessary for us to
carry out our task," Nevarez
said. "I welcome distinguished
guests and invite them to join
the Pan American University
community in responding to
the challenge."
"The first issue relates to the
way in which a University best
approaches its task of
educating students," Nevarez
said. "I always had the conviction that people commit to
those things which they help

create I seek, and will continue to seek, the establishment of an active spirit of collegiality. In this way, I believe
all of us, all members of the
university community, will be
able to return to the taxpayers
who support the University
the greatest possible return on
their investment."
"For the last few years, in
our desire to help students
prepare the mselves for
careers, we in higher education have moved too far away
from the traditions of a liberal
arts education," Nevarez said
as he moved on to his second
point. "Much of higher education is in danger of surrenderIng to the pressure to produce, to train, merely a student who is capable of getting

a Job upon graduation. But a
University has a greater
responsibility than to produce
technicians or workers. A
University must produce individuals who can think, who
can make value judgements
and who can continue to grow
as individuals and as members
of society for the 40 or 50
years which folllow their four
or five years in the university.
We can have graduates who
are independent learners
--only if we establish the liberal
arts as the basis of all major
fields of study."
In his third point, Nevarez
spoke about the concept of a
University College. This has to
do with a common core of
courses the first 60 hours or
first two years in the university
according to Nevarez, -in
which the student will work on
his general requirements.
"We are going lo put more

emphasis on the general requirements with a liberal arts
base." Nevarez said. "With a
structured core curriculum
with a University College, we
will have a method to insure
the academic quality of the
education received by Pan
American Students."
After a short applause,
Nevarez moved on to his his
foruth point.
"The fourth issue I will address is the relationship between Pan American University and public school education, particularly public education in the Valley," Nevarez
said. "We live in a period of
our national history when a
great public disenchantment
with education has descended
upon our country.
He expects the judgement
lo soften in the long run
because "public education is
serving a much larger percentage of the population than it

ever had before."
However, he agree with the
critics in that "we all need to
do a better job,'' particularly in
teacher education.
"For teacher preparation, I
will propose a greater em•
phasis on content and less
emphasis on methodology."
After another standing avation, the procession marched
across campus from the
auditorium to the Ballroom for
a reception.
Nevarez was hugged and
congratulated by many well
wishers and friends. The
reception lasted a little over
two hours and the Inauguration was complete but the
words of Nevarez remained
with everybody.
"I believe in striving for the
ideal," Nevarez said. "I will
settle for the merely possible,
only after all effort to achieve
the ideal has been expended."

slate."

After acknowledging past
president R. P. Ward, Schilling emphasized that Dr.
Nevarez must not rest on the
laurels of the past presidents.
"I was proud of the work
that Mr. Ward had done before me, but I could not stop
there, we had to continue to
work hard and strive for the
best," Schilling said. "Dr.
Nevarez must not rest on my
laurels, he must continue to
work hard also. I pledge myself to be the No. 1 supporter
of this university and I expect
you people to follow me."
Ellard represented the faculty in greeting the president.
"Dr. Nevarez, you are a
symbol of our committment to
our educational mission and
to the president as a person,
as a leader. colleague and
friend." Ellard said. "You
represent all PAU has built up
to and all it aspires to be in the
future ."
After greetings from other
university members. Dr. Kenneth Ashworth, commissioner
of the coordinating board of
Texas colleges and universities gave some "free advice"
to Nevarez
"Educators should attempt
to make young people as unlike their parents as possible
because they must be prepared to live their lives in a world
that most of us cannot envision," Ashworth said. "We
must make them unlike us."
After another choral interlude, Dr. Homer Pena.
president of Pan American
University at Brownsville, asked Nevarez and Board of Regent Chairman Ricardo Hinojosa to come forward .

Gold chain presented--Regent Ricardo Hinojosa
places gold chain medallion on President Miguel
Nevarez during lnaugual ceremonies.

R eceptfon•-Mrs. Margaret Baltls moves through the
serving line during the reception.

Watching- Representatives from colleges and universities, faculty, students
and administration watch the ceremony.

Taking hi$ place-Dr. Miguel A. Nevarez walks on stage during the Inaugural
reception.
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Trampoliner jumps for high marks
By Oscar Guza
One must learn to jump
before he can perform tough
acrobatic tricks.
Carlos Villarreal, 18, from
McAllen, has mastered tumbling and trampoline events
where he is ranked among the
best in the world.
He competes In individual
trampoline, double minitrampoline, synchronized
trampoline, platform tram•
poline events and the tumbling event.
Villarreal has done so well
in the past year, that he will try
out for the American Trampoline team, with beginning
trials being Jan. 2, March and
6 and 7 and the last in April.
"The top two that score the
highest points in each event
will qualify for the American
team." Villarreal said. "I will
be competing in all five events
because I feel I have a better
chance of qualifying for the
team if I can compete in the

five events. You have to adjust your thinking from one
event to another."
Since he has a part-time
job, at Texas Lab Medical
Supplies, Villarreal has been
working out only two hours a
day because of the change in
daylight savings time. He feels
he needs 24 hours of hard
work each week and he is
having trouble meeting that
quota. He plans to add at least
one three-hour workout on
Sunday.
"My boss has been great
with me because he has allowed me to continue my workouts and they do not interfere
with my job," Villarreal said.

His tough workout schedule
includes learning his individual trampoline routine
and studying his compulsaries. Villarreal feels his best
events are the individual
trampline event, the double

"I feel l am In the right
He was second alternate for
a trip to Switzerland two years frame of mind to qualify for
ago.
the team," Villarreal said. "As
long as l keep working out
hard, it will eventually pay off
Villarreal says the Cleve- for me. It will be like a dream
on
Jan.
2
will
cost
land trip
~ome true If I make the team."
· about $2,000 . Anyone
wishing to donate to the Rio
Reed was the head coach
Grande Valley Trampoline
team can make donations by for the trampline team at the
contacting Bob Reed at 205 World Games last summer.
Pecan in McAllen.

mini trampoline event and the
synchronized trampoline
event.
Ironically, Villarreal never
works on the double mini
trampoline event or the
schronized trampoline event
because he does have that
type of equipment here.
"I work with the double
mini trampoline the day of the
meet and I feel very little
pressure because I don't have ~

Villarreal is considered
small at 5'5" for the tram. poline events, but he says his
size is ideal for tough moves.

to constantly work on this
routine to get it right," Villarreal said. "The sychronized
trampoline event has to be
with a partner and I work with
my partner, Paul Roh
Rokhammer, just before the
meet begins."
Villarreal has jumped 3,000
and 4,000 consecutive leaps
on a tra.mpline to earn a place
in the Guiness Book of World
Records. In the World Games
last summer in Santa Clara,
Cal., he was second in the

His piston-like leg action
allows the pint-sized Villarreal
to get great- height in his
jumps.

Carlos Villarreal
sychronized trampoline event,
fifth in the double mini trampoline event and forth In
tumbling.

As with some of the trampoline events, Villareal does
not practice tumbling until the
meets because he does have
the equipment. He dislocated
his elbow a while back .and
that put him out of the tumbling competition, but he is
working his way back now.

Villarreal knows where his
competition is coming fromStuart Ransom from Loul•
siana.
"lt wtll be very tough to beat
him and he Is the main guy to
shoot for," Villarreal said.
He feels the United States Is
rising in International trampoline competition because
"we are paying attention to
It."
"The International competition will be tough, but the
U.S . will do well," Villarreal
said.

1121 W. VAN WEEK
Price Reduced $45,000
$15,000 down, assume
VA mortgage of approximately $21,000 at 8
1/2 % . Payment $229.
per month P.I.T.I.
Owner will finance balance for 5 years at
12%.

Ole--Frank Mallory, Javier
Hurt.ado, Bob Munro Anna
De Huo, and Jackie Linn
star In 'El Grande de Coca
Cola.' The play continues
Dec. 9-12 at the Snack
Bar.

Call Gloria at Ben Bow Realty
686-1555

aJ-&birt
1.Empnrium
--~ .. J
\ I V

'El Grande' performs

Custom Designers of Shirts
Caps & Uniforms

Two shows have been added to the run of "El Grande de
Coca Cola," according to Dr.
Doug Cummins, drama professor

Old English
in
7 Colors

The show will run at 8: 15

p .m. Dec. 2-5 and Dec. 9-12
in the Snack Bar.
"Based on the turn out we
had for our last production-straight theatre and the advancecl ~Jes for this show, we

Greek Letters
"Come Try Our Delicious Food"

Group discounts
for
Fraternities
&
Sororities

1320 N. ClOSNER
N HW'f, 291

EOINBOAG
T£XAS

715311
no. TIUFOAA, AF$
PH. A.C. (512) 3'Ua22
313-a11

Chicken Plates • Fish P l a t ~ s ,
Shrimp • French Fries •

El Ccnuu Mall
Mc Allen, 1 cu,

-

lldpi11,1 )'OU . .,. ii ri,ifll

needed more seats," Cummins said. "The two Wed•
nesdays we added will give us
about 500 seats, 2,000 In all;'
"There will be no matinee
performance because the at•
mosphere would be lost during the day." Strawn said.
Students and faculty will
receive only one ticket with
their ID cards, Cummins said.

·

Onion Rings
for your convenience
call orders to go 383·9093
319 East Cano, Edinburg

Phone
(",Ill 7Kl-4244

~

With the purchase of hamburger &
fries you wlll receive a free
burrito wltt1 couoon.
,
OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 16, 1981

ALMA'S

'His

-nHers'
422 1/2 E. University

Edinburg

383-9035
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Inauguration displayed
pomp .and circu01stance
Dr Miguel Nevarez was in·
augurated as Pan American
University's sixth president,
Sunday
The ceremony featured a
processional of faculty staff
and other dignatarles. The
PAU Rio Grande Valley Symphonv Orchestra provided the
m1s1cal background for the
ceremony
Speaker~ al the event included Dr Ralph Schilling.
former president Judge
Reynaldo G. Garza, federal
Judge of the fifth Circuit, U.S.
Court of Appeals: Fred
Rodriguez, PAUSA president;
Dr. Charles Ellard chairman
of the faculty senate, and Dr
Kenneth Ashworth, commissioner, Cordinating Board,
Texas College and University
System
Dr. Homer Pena, president
of the PAU campus at Brownsville, was master of ceremonies and introduced all the
stage guests and other special
guests
A choral tribute to Nevarez

was given by Lucilla Montoya,
assistant professor of music
and she was accompanied by
James Grossman, pianist, of
the Department of Music.

Members of the presidential
party and the regents took
their places on the stage
The invocation was given
by Rev. Francisco Gaytan,
district superintendent of the
The inaugural program Southern District. Rio Grande
opened with c1 concert by the Conference of the Methodist
PAU-Valley Symphony Or- Church, and the benediction
chestra which played "The was given by Rev. George B
Dyer, 0 P., of the PAU camWhite Peacock" by Charles T
Griffes and "Suite" from pus Ministry
Schilling, the first speaker
Handel's "Water Music"
The Chief Marshall for the recognized, R. P. Ward, presiacademic procession was Dr. dent of PAU from 1931 to
Charles Ellard . He carried the 1960
Schilling spoke about PAU
mace, a wooden staff beanng
and his efforts to make it what
the seal of the university
it Is today. He said he believes
The academic p,ocession PAU is one of the top 10 uniconsisted of delegates from versities in the state and enother colleges and universi
couraged Nevarez to help it
ties, learned societies, educa
become one of the top 5 state
tional associations and or
funded universities in Texas
ganizations, the PAU faculty Schilling pledged himself to be
and staff, regents and the PAU's No I supporter and said
presidential party The main he expects the students, faculbody of the processional par- ty, staff, and the members of
ticipants were seated in the the community to follow his
center front section of the lead
auditorium
Ellard, in his saluation to

Bearing the mace--Dr. Ellard place. the mace In Its stand as the Inauguration

begins.

Nevarez as faculty representative, paid tribute to the new
president as a symbol of commitment to the educational
mission He also said that
Nevarez represents all PAU
signifies and all it wUI become
In the future.

Judge Reynaldo Garza ask
ed Dr. Nevarez to work hard
to achieve his goals and keep
in mind that his efforts would
be repaid in the education of
the students and the growth of
the institution.

sity Army ROTC ~ere ushers
at the inaugural ceremony
and escorted guests to their
seats The refreshments at the
reception were served by the
Ladies of Camelot, Kappa
Deltas and the Intercollegiate
The Pan American Univer- Knights.

Money and power unite in attempted financial coup
"Rollover· is a romantic suspense thriller about two
enterpnsing people acclimated to power and its perkswho attempt a spectacular financial coup
One of this season's Christmas releases is 'Rollover'.
"Rollover 1s an IPC Films Production starring Jane Fonda, Kris Kristofferson, and Hume Cronyn . It is an Alan J.
Pakula
"They live in a rare world of skyscraper offices, expense account restaurants and waiting limousines." says
director Pakula. "They see people largely through layers
of glass But they are worthy of each other--both as part
ners and lovers."
On another level, says producer Bruce Gilbert, "Rollover" has a basis in fact which did not exist a few short
years ago
"With the quadrupling of oil prices in the mid .(970's,
the largest transfer of wealth in the history of human
civilization took place, almost overnight," he points out.
"A flood of dollars started moving from the western world
to the Middle East. They were then funnelt'd back to the
United States--mostly to a few money center banks in
New York--as short term deposits which can be pulled at
a moments notice.
"If those funds are 'rolled over' •· re-deposited at
regular intervals everything is fine . If not, the banks concerned would face a critical cash crunch. The potential for
manipulation on a scale which would make any financial
chicanery of the past look like kids playing Monopoly is
frightening "
It Is In this economic climate that Lee Winters and Hub
Smith pool their self-Interest.
Lee Winters Is a glamorous ex-film star seeking to control the shaky petrochemical empire founded by her latest
husband--whose murder remains unsolved
Hub Smith is a financial troubleshooter. tying to
salvage the bank that bankrolled that company's operations. They merge their ambitions and join forces. Jane
Fonda and Kris Kristofferson star In "Rollover" as two

Hub Smith's contributions include business expertise,
nerveless charm and a possible source of $500 million in
venture capital Lee needs to control the company
"Rollover" is the fifth film by IPC, the production f::ntlty
of Jane Fonda and Bruce Gilbert Pakula notes that he
sought a visual style in "Rollover" which would capture
"the texture and lives of people who are powerful. fiercely
competitive and obsessively driven, I wanted to show
their social habitat, the opulence of their parties, the
beauty of their surroundings, without the vicarious ogling
of a Harold Robbins novel "

complete line of

• AUTO ACCESSORIES•
For Car, Truck, Van

Money & power united ... , Jane Fonda & Kris Knstofferaon share a tender moment In 'Rollover'.

shrewd, attractive games players whose uneasy alliance
becomes more personal and dangerous with each move
they make. Traveling between the money centers of New
York and Washington and the oil rich oases of the Middle
East, they share a mounting awareness that someone or
some thing is manipulating them.
Lee brings beauty, style and a sizeable shareholding In
the Winterchem Corporation to the alliance. Having risen
from the Arkansas backwater through the New York modeling ranks to Hollywood success, she retired at the
height of her career to glamorize the image of her husband's firm.

Nigerian claims Libyan/U.S. conflict
based on political propaganda
U.S. Stete Department officials have reve11led a
suspected Libyan assassination plots against President
Reagan, vice president Bush
and Secretary of State 'Haig.

The charges stem from a
Newsweek magazine article
that reported the testimony of
a former Lebanese terrorist in
CIA custody who revealed

that there were assassination
squads and called Reagan's
accusations "lies"
The state Dep.:irtment issued a statement saying that ii
had "strong evidence" th"at the
assassination squad had been
undertaken
Sen. Daniel Moynihan, acting chairman of the Senate
lntell!gence Commltte said,
"We have concrete evidence
that there have been officials

421-A South Main, McAllen
682-3291

of the United States government targeted, If you will, and
that he, Khadafy, has given
the o rders for these assassination attempt~ "
Francis Mgbolu, a PAU student from Nigeria. believes
that this matter will blow ever.
"I believe that all this is propaganda and the only way for
the United States to clear this
thing up is to make the evi-

dence public," Mgbolu I don't
think that this will come to war
because Libya knows they
would be at a great disadvantage should ;,nything like this
occur. This type of propaganda happens alot in the Arab
states "

Mgbolu did stess that the
only way the U.S. officials
could ease the minds of their
people is to make the evidence pubhc "

~ms
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SAVE TIME!
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Etc.
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Kappa Sigma Fraternity
IK's, CAMP capture
trophies in annual event
After three hours of
hugging, jumping,
wading and playing,
the Kappa Sigma
Fraternity captured
first place in the Bronco Games last week
with 53 points.
The Intercollegiate
Knights finished a
close second with 46
points and CAMP
placed third with 44
points.
The Geological
Society finished a
close fourth with 42
points.
The annual games
opened with a new
event, the two mile
run, and CAMP got
off to a flying start by
capturing the top three
places.

The next hour,
students
shaved
lathered balloons with
razor blades while trying to avoid to keep
from getting lathered
themselves. The bat
twirl left the 20 contestants spinning, with
':AMP winning, while
Frank
Mgbolu
devoured
51
alapef\os, but he
nade a quick exit
from the games to go
and lie down.
The events at the
Science circle ended
with the two most
popular events. Competition was so keen in
the cow chip toss that

some judges were
almost beaned by the
flying discs. In addition , some cow chips
were not aerodynamic as Ella de los
Santos found by
throwing the cow chip
only three feet. She
did receive the loudest
applause for her futile
effort.
The egg toss followed. Some white ovals
travelled 15 yards
before HEP captured
first place because
they did not break
their egg shells. This
event lasted nearly ten
minutes because the
teams made great soft
catches in their tough
hands.
The games then
moved to the Security
Building for the mud
events, held for the
first time this year. A
mud hole, constructed
by the maintenance
department, was five
feet by 10 feet.
The human mud
race opened the mud
events. Men and
women tried to cross
the pit as fast as they
could. Tomas Gonzalez zipped across the
muddy hold in .347
seconds and Gloria
Rodriguez strolled
through the mud in
.814 seconds.
Coed piggyback
fights in the mud and
piggyback mens teams
entered the mud hole
for the big fight. Kap-

t;

pa Sigma captured the
men's competition by
withstanding strong
challenge from three
other teams.
ROTC won the piggyback competition by
knocking down three
teams.
The final event of
the day was the tug of
war over the mud
hole. After several
heats, CAMP won the
event and the Kappa
Sigs were second.
"The games were
great and I think the
mud event was fun,"
Henry Garcia said.
'The mud events
made history," Wally
Trejo said.
Two events, the
donut munch out and
the walk race, had to
be scratched because
Qf technical irregularities.
The 26 teams that
competed in the
games included: the
Kappa Sigs, TKE's,
the DZ's, Kappa
Deltas, CAMP, CAMP
Alumni, HEP, TriBeta, Veterans, Alpha
Kappa Pi, Student
Publications, ISA I,
ISA II, ISA Ill, Phi
Taus, Phi Kapps,
Geological Society,
Ladies of Camelot I,
Ladies of Camelot II,
ROTC, BSU, APO,
IKS, !K's, the IK
pledges, SNEA and
HPER.

Mudding--lK Tomas Gonzalez zips through the mud hole to finish with the
best time.

.
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Emerge ulctorlol.13-ROTC won the co-ed piggyback competition by ataytng

on top of everything.
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wins Bronco Games

What is this stuff? ... . Phi Kappa Tau member can't
believe he has to drink the whole thing as he par•
tlclpate in the Lemonade Chug.

resents student publications In the bat twirl as ad•
It all wrong.

Hold It steady Kathy . . . Tri-Betans Kathy Smith
and partner try not to bust their balloon In the
halloon-shaving contest.

t

Air please--Blesslng Nymbayi Inhales his cigar as he leads his competitors.

Wheel Barrow race••Two club memben .camper to
tile ftnlah line.
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Christmas traditition dates back t6 fourth century
Christmas time is here
again. The first trees. lights
and ornaments are appearing.
Although Christmas is celebrated in honor of the birth of
christ. there are other traditions such as the Christmas
tree for example that one
wonders as to what place they
have in this early tradihon.
Where did some of the cus-

toms we practice today come
from? To answer that question, one must first answer yet
another. When and where did
the people of the world actually start celebrating Christmas?
Even today. many details of
its early history remain unclear. However. it is fairly safe
to say that the earliest celebration of the birth of Christ on
December 25 took place in

Rome about the middle of the
fourth century. There are

back to the year 354 yet involves an even older document belonging to the year

However, the first mention
of a Nativity feast on December 25 is found in a Roman
document known as the Phil-

336. From that year back, no
traces of he festival can be
found.

ches for good luck on the first
day of January. The English
then took the custom over
and used it along with
Christmas.

The Christmas trees, one of
the most popular symbols of
Christmas, gets its origin from

The German were probably
the first to decorate their trees.

ocalian Calendar. which dates

ancient times. The Romans

even some who argue that the
Romans first celebrated
Christmas on January 6.

, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' 'EXAMINATION SCHEDULE ' • - - - - - - - - - - - - These examination schedules apply to
the Edinburg campus only
FALL SEMESTER
1981-82
Day ClaHes
Wedneeday, December 16
Thursday, December 10

7 :45 am
9:45 am
5:00 p .m

9 :30 a.m.
11.30 a .m
6:45 p.m.

All TT English 1301 classes
All MWF English 1301 classes
Evening English 1301 classes

7:45 a.m
9 45 am
12:45 pm

9:30 a .m
11 :30 a.m
2:30 p m

7:45
9·45
12:45
2:45

Math 1335 classes
Math 1300 classes
Math 1340 classes

Monday, December 14

7:45
9 :45
12 45
2:45

am
a.m
pm
11 m

9 .30 am MWF-1 classes
11.30 am MWF-5 classes
TT-2 classes
2:30 p. m
TT-5 classes
4 :30 p m.

( 7:45- 8:35)
(11:35-12.35)
( 9: 10-10.25)
( 2:25- 3:40)

Tueeday, December 15

9.30 a .m
7:45 a.m.
945 am. 11 .30 p.m.
1245 pm • 2.30 pm
430p.m
2 45 pm

TT-1 classes
MWF-2 classes
MWF-6 classes
TT7classes

9:30 a.m.
TT-3 classes
7:45 a.m.
11 :30 a.m. MW-7 classes
9:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m. • 2:30 p.m MWF-4 classes
2 45 p.m. • 4:30 p.m. MW-8 classes

(11:35-12:50)
( 1:45- 3:00)
(10:45-11:35)
( 3: 10- 4:25)

Thunday, December 17

Friday, December 11

( 7:45( 8.45(12:45( 5·15-

9 ·00)
9·35)
1 35)
630)

exchanged green tree bran-

a.m.
am
pm.
p.m.

·
·
•
•

9:30 a.m MWF-3 classes
11:30 a .m. MW-9 classes
2:30 p .m
TT-4 classes
4.30 p.m.
TT-6 classes

(9:45-10:30)
( 4:35- 5:50)
( 1:00- 2:15)
{ 3:50- 5 :05)

Saturday classes: Examinations will be given at regular
class time on Dec. 12.
Evening claHes: Final examinations will be given at
regular class lime beginning on Thursday, Dec. 10, 1981,
and ending on Wednesday, Dec. 16, 1981.
Note: Examinations should be given only at the times
designateg. If an examination needs to be shifted from the
scheduled time. prior approval by the appropriate school
dean is required . Examinations for double period classes
should be given at the lime scheduled for the first hour the
class meets.

They decorated the tree
with stars, angels, toys, gilded
nuts. and candies wrapped in
bright papers. Later they added tinsel and lighted candles.
The star is one popular
symbol that is used everywhere. It represents the Star
in the East mentioned in the
Bible in Matthew 2: 1-2. The
star was the guide the three
wise men used to find the
Christ child.
The lights people use on
their Christmas trees represent
Christ as the Light of the
World. One popular story as
to the origin of the lights says
that Martin Luther was the first
man to put lights on his trees.
Luther put the lights on his
tree to represent the glory and
beauty of the stars above
Bethlehem on the night of
Christ's birth.
No one knows exactly how
mistletoe became connected
with Christmas. It was first used by the ancient Celtic

priests. called Druids, who used to give people sprigs of the
plant as a charm. Hundreds of
years ago, some people In
Europe used it in religious
ceremonies. Today, however,
people often hang a piece of
the plant over doorways and
anyone caught under it must
give a kiss to the person catching him.
Santa Claus, the children's
favorite. is distinctly an
American symbol. However,
many of the habits connected
with him actually came from
Europe. For example, the belief that Santa Claus enters the
house through the chimney
developed from an old Norse
legend.
The Norse believed that the
goddess Hertha appeared at
the fireplace and brought
good luck to the home.
The name Santa Claus also
developed from a European
source, and Dutch settlers in
New York called St. Nicholas
Sinter Klaas.
Whatever his name though,
American children love this
particular symbol of Christmas. Each year, the children
of America look forward to
this time of the year when
they can run under the tree on
Christmas day and see what
Santa Claus brought them.
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Four alumni receive top honors
Four persons were specially
honored and recognized for
their contributions to Pan
American UniveISlty at an
awards luncheon held Satur•
day In the University Ballroom.
They are Lou Hassell of
Houston, Edinburg Junior
Collebe graduate and former
regent of Pan American who
established the Lou Hassell
Trophy for the outstanding
senior student athlete at PAU
each year; Bob Derryberry,
new basketball coach at
Southwest Texas State Universlty at San Marcos, who
was an outstanding athlete at
Pan American; Dr. Carl
Seale, conductor of the PAUValley Symphony Orchestra,
and Jim Brooks, athletic
director emeritus at PAU.
A new award presented for
the first time was the PAU
Family Award, given to Mr.
and Mrs. Fidel Davila of
McAllen, restaurant owners
who have had little formal
education themselves, but
have sent all five of their
children to PAU. Four of the
children are married, and all
four spouses also attended
PAU. Among the nine faculty
members, there are 14 university degrees.
Dolores Valadez, vice pres!dent of the alumni board of
directors, presented the award
t9 the Davilas, and said it is
being established "to recognlze parental efforts In encouraglng education."
Hassell was introduced by
Orville I. Cox, Jr., i,f
Houston, who presented him
the Distinguished Alumnus
Award and Listed Hassell's
accomplishments as an athlete

f!J',ufiat~ ~~--

at PAU and at Rice Unive.rslty Alumni Association was pre- of these days we'll have a
Joe Rodriguez of BrownsA special guest at the !unand as a city councilman in sentlng Dr. Seale the award lighted baseball field, a track, ville, a former student of cheon was R. P. Ward, the
Houston. Cox, who was him- "on the promise of his conti- dormitories, and a gym with a Coach Brooks, announced a first president of Edinburg
self a recipient of the award nulng outstanding achieve- pool .. They told him he
College when it was founded
two years ago, said of Hassell, ment." Dr. Seale said he felt "crazy. and a dreame ~~ second award for Brooks--a in 1927. Ward was given
"I've known him all my life especially honored to receive
r, u
remote control television set the Distinguished Se.rvlce
and have always looked up to the award because of his col- now they say, 'Coach, your present1,..; to him by a group Award by the Alumni
him."
leagues' "fine work in teaching dreams came true.'"
of 15 of his former students. Association a year ago.
Hassell paid tribute to and research and civic work .
,.,...----.----...--"those people who did so . . and to be singled out as
much to make Pan American they only musician with three
the great university it Is today . athletes."
. . I accept this award with a
The Distinguished Service
hell of alot of pride."
Award was given to Coach
Ricardo Hinojosa, chair- Brooks by Jim McKone, PAU
man of the PAU board of re- sports information director,
gents, presented the other who was a student at PAU
Distinguished Alumnus during the early 1950's when
Award to Bob Derryberry, Brooks came to Pan Am as a
head basketball coach at football coach. He said Coach
SWTSC at San Marcos, who Brooks used to point to the
has never had a losing season "seven acres of sticker burrs"
In 19 years as a head coach. where PAU's present campus
Derryberry earned his bache- is locate and say, "some day
lor of arts degree in social this is going to be a great colscience and physical educa- lege( He pointed out that
lion from Pan American Col- Coach Brooks "hired the
lege in 1960. He was "Coach coaches who won five nationof the year" of the Lone Star al championships during the
Conference last year while he 1960's, four In tennis and one
was coach at Sam Houston in basketball."
State University.
Coach Brooks is still a pro- Alumni owarda-·Reclplents of awards from the Pan American Unlvenlty
Derryberry recalled his fessor in health and physical Alumni Aa■oclatlon are, left to right, ■eated, Mr. and Mn. Fidel Davila of
years at Pan Am in 1958-60, education and still has an of- McAllen, PAU Family of the Year, and atandlng, Jim Brook■, Distinguished
when the old campus and the fice in the old gymnasium. He Service Award; Lou Ha■aell, Distinguished Alumnus Award; Dr. Carl Seale,
old gymnasium wre still In said he used to tell his stu- Dfatingulahed Faculty Award, and Bob Denyberry, Distinguished Alumnus
use, and said It is "unbe- dents, in the 1950's that "one Award.
lievable" how much the uni- _ _.;...______
~~-,.;:,:;-:-::iJ■llij;:_~~"'::"":l~-~i-,
1
verslty has changed since that
time. He said of the award,
'er
"I'll cherish this the rest of my
•
Ufe.''
••
Dr. Dorothy S. Schmidt,
IQ_,.,
./r
PAU alumnae and assistant
4/K
• •
professor of English, presented the Distinguished
~fi
i, j
Faculty Award to Dr. Ca.rl
,,._,
~ ~ , , - _ __ r-,,,.
Seale, associate professor of
music and conductor of the
.,-, V .,, ~~~
PAU-Valley Symphony Or~
~
chestra. Dr. Schmidt said the
n,e
,,.

--~~~-~----..,,,,"!"""-~-----~--;i----:,......

t'er. 5Pa.ce .In

•
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English Prof awarded grant
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Mending the Wall--Unlversity masons Rolando Casas, Constancio Gonzalez,
and Rolando Cantu remove rubble left when a 1973 green Chevy, driven by

Alvaro Gonzalez, crashed through the brick wall around the Fine Arts parkIng lot at 2:05 a.m. Nov, 27. Repairs to the double-bricked, steel-reinforced·
wall ls estimated at Sl,000. The driver was not Injured.
(Photo bl/ Hondo Goaulu)

In a year of financial cutbacks, a Pan Am English instructor has received a
$12,500 creative writing grant
from the National Endowment
for the Arts.
Jan Seale, who has been
leaching for 13 years, nine at
PAU, submitted 15 pages of
poetry and was one of 204
persons of 2,600 applicants
selected to receive the grant.
Awards in four categories••
poetry, prose, playwriting and
translation totaled $2.5
million.
The literary panel which
chose the recipients was composed of writers representing
a-1 the categories.
"This was the first year that
a limit was placed on appll-

cants. The poetry applicants
had to show that they were
publishing regularly In
periodicals with national
readerships," Seale said.
"The grant is very rea-

Jan Seale

sonable in demand becausr.. It
requires only that at the end of
the year the grantee write a
letter about what has been
published and how it has bet•
tered the career of the writer,"
Seale said. "The purpose is to
further one's writing career."
Although this a is an In•
dlvidual grant, I hope that It
will bring honor to the university," Seale said.
Seale, who will go on leave
for one year beginning in
January, says she is looking
forward to having time to
write. She plans to work on
revisions and correspondance
and to prepare manuscripts
for publication.
"I may travel a little this
summer where It's cool,"
Seale said. Seale says she
hopes her writing has gotten
better.
.
Seale says she feels the
deepest commitment to poetry but will also be writing
short non-fiction and fiction.
Listing maxime Kumln as
her favorite to read, Flannery
O'Conner and Loren Eisley
are also some of her favorites.
The works of Lewis Thomas,
a naturalist, have influenced
her to write about natural settings.
Riversedge Press has published one book of her poetry,
"bonds"', which has
undergone three printings.
More than 100 of her articles
have been published In
various magazines In the U.S.
Seale cites her small study
at home as being ''all mine"
for good working conditions.
She has an antique desk light
from her father for good luck
and she writes rough drafts on
sheets of paper that have
already been written on on
one side.
Seale keeps a folder with
ideas and a Journal with Ideas
for humorus essays.
Seale says that Is important
to keep an idea file, but she
throws all of her rejection slips
away.
"It depresses me to look at
displays of rejection slips,"
Seale said.
Her life Is very practical and
lowkey. She learned to write
with plenty of interruptions
while raising three sons.
"I am very lucky to have
this chance," Seale said.
"It comes at a time in my life
when I think that I can make
the most of the opportunity,
I'm not so young that I can't
settle down and not so old
that I've run out of things to
say.··

Classified
Ads
APT SALE - 2 autos, misc. kitchen items, 8-track tapes, etc appliances, shelving, gift Items.
more! Palacio Real, Apt No. 48,
Edinburg
CREDn PROBLEMS? •...
Get Master card or Vlsa•••No
credit check, Guaranteed. Free
details; Send SASE to HOC, Box
280570; Dallas, Texas 75228
(clip & save ad)

Play Whataburger'f Winner Wonderland Game today.
. . Three ways to win: You'll _have a chance at the $25,000 grand prize.
Over 2 m1lhon cash and food pnzes available. And your odds of winning are better than 1 in 2.
·
Offer good at participating Whataburger restaurants.

Classified rate Is 20 cents a line
with a minimum of $1 for each In•
sertlon, pay able In advance.
Bring Ad copy to The Pan American f:mm.: Hall 100. Deadlines Is
Friday no-,n. To estimate cos+
count 30 letters and spaces to 9
line.
_
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FormerPAUstudent becomes recruiter,
Little did Julio Rodriguez
suspect when he signed on
with Exxon back in 1978 that
he would one day return to
Pan Am as a recruiter for the
company.
When the BBA accounting
graduate joined Exxon-one of
10 job offers on graduation-he became a project accountant in Corpus Christi.
Rodriguez received the job
offers by setting up interviews
with the career planning,
placement, and testing office.

for a computerized accounting
system.
"Theory accounting in college is one thing; oil business
practice is quite another,"
Rodriguez said.
Rodriguez became a recuiter for Exxon this past spr-

His first assignment was as a
gas revenue accountant in
Houston. He compiled and
processed data required to
make
royalty interest
payments, preparing data
necessary for proper allocation of gas sales to various
purchasers and setting up and
monitoring wells and leases

possible," Rodriguez recommended.
Rodriguez believes that the
placement office is the nucleus
of Pan American University.
Companies also do not just
drop in to see if is anyone
waiting to be interviewed. The
companies ask for permission
before coming on campus. No
shows also irk recruiters
because this results in a
negative feeling on the part of

"While in school, I worked
for Exxon through an eight
month internship program,"
Rodriguez said.
While spending this time
with the company Rodriguez
decided on a career in the oil
and gas industry. When he
later interviewed for a permanent position, he was invited
to Houston.
"What impressed me the
most was the interviewers'
people-oriented approach,"
Rodriguez said. They (Exxon)
seemed concerned about matching up my interests with the
appropriate assignment."
Due to the si.ze of the company, one of the factors in
deciding on Exxon was the
versatility on many different
assii1nments.

ing. His job requires him to interview students from major
universities.
"Students should interview
with as many companies as

Julio Rodriguez

the recruiter.
"Managemer.t, marketing
and general business will also
be sought by Exxon."
Rodriguez said.
Rodriguez believes that
more choices there are give a
person the best opportunity.

Getting He/p--Sophomore David Gonzalez receives
first aid from Sandra Middlebrook of the Student
Health Services office. Gonzalez suffered a com•
pound fracture of both bones In his lower left leg
Nov. 21 when his Suzuki GS 450 collided with a
car on Sugar Road. He ls In satisfactory condition
and In good spirits, according to his father Edward
Gonzalez, following his third surgery which In•
eluded skin grafts.
It Is estimated that he will be in the hospital one
month and In a cast six months.

• !

LAYAWAY FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

• Gift
Wrapping
• Engraving

December Special

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

Assorted Plate $2.29
2 Enchiladas
with cheese
onions, topped with
chile con came
1 taco, rice & beans

IS OPEN

For faster service
call in order

383-0725
Across from Pan Am.
Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE

7DAYSAWEEK
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
123 E. McINTYRE

i

EDINBURG

locations/McAllen. Mission
H11rhngen & Brownsville

ATTENTION
MIDTERM GRADUATES

THE BROWNSVILLE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT is currently accep
tmg applications for the 1981-1982 school year Anticipated openings m Elementary
Bil Ed . Secondary Math, English and Science.
Brownsville Independent School District offers
• Competitive Salari.,,

• Life Insurance
• L1ab1hty Insurance
• Medical Insurance

•
•
•
•

Easy access to Mex1u,
Nearby Beaches
Other Recrealional Ac11v1ties
Opportunil1es for Professional Growth

For fur1her information conlact or wrile
Mr Oscar Barbour
D1rec1or of Personnel
10!;0 E Madison
Brownsville. Texas 78!120
·1 hi' Brownw1lle lndl!pendenl School D1slnc1 1s

dO

e4ual opporluruly l'mploy.,r. M/ F/H
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Basketball
Spirit prize

5roRrs·

Up for grabs

Broncs down McMurry;
face Trinity Saturday
The Broncs, after chalking
up their first win in regular
season play over McMurry
College 69-63 here last
weekend, will face off against
the Trinity University Tigers
here Saturday night at 7:25
p.m.
Taking a 1-3 record into
Saturday night's game the
Broncs will try to bounce back
from Monday night's loss to
Arkansas State University
71-57.
The Broncs gave the crowd
something to cheer about with
the homecoming victory as
Larry Skinner and Clinton
Cobb teamed up to lead the
scoring with 18 points apiece.
Cobb provided the muscle
in the inside while Skinner
broke to the boards with
several fast breaks.
Although the Broncs scored
first, McMurry tied the game
early 4-4 with Dennis Bradford's rebound.

The Indians built their lead
to 7 points 20-13 when Kevin
Webber, all alone at the other
end of the court. stuffed the
ball.
In the closing minutes of the
first half, Bronc Mike Hatch
came off the bench to hit two
long distance jumpers sending
McMurry to the locker room
with only a 3 point lead
32-29.
In the second half, the
Broncs pressured McMurry's
offense resulting in the
Bronc's 9 steals of the night.
The Broncs took commmand of the game with 15:12
left in the second half when
Darwin Butler, who had 6
points for the night, poured in
a 10 foot jumper making it
39-38.
The Broncs opened up the
game with 10:27 remaining as
they extended the margin to
12 points 50-38.
The Broncs held in the final
two minutes for the win.

High jumper--Larry Skinner hits a jump shot while being guarded by two
McMurry Indians during the Homecoming game Saturday night. Skinner has
been one of the Broncs game making players so far this year.

Pan American Student organizations will be able to
compete among themselves
for a special SPIRIT award
and a $250 prize be presented
at the conclusion of the
1981-82 Bronc Basketball
season.
The award, to be cosponsored by the PAU Student Government and the
Bronc Athletic Department, is
simply designed to encourage
student participation at
University sponsored events.
To be eligible, student
groups must register with the
Bronc Athletic Department
prior to Saturday when the
contest will begin.
Points will be recorded for
each student group member
in attendance (one point) and
fellow PAU student who is encouraged to attend (one
point) . Student groups must
be identifiable by their
organizational T-shirts and'
have PAU student ID cards.
Scores will be tabulated between 7-8 p.m. at all home
basketball games by members
of the PAU student government, at a special table at the
EAST end of the fieldhouse.
All student groups (fraternities, clubs, sororities etc.)
are encouraged to participate.
Remember to register as soon
as possible at the Bronc athletic department.
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Exclusive
Playboy Boutique
1203 Chicago
McAllen

®

Johnny Hinojosa
Owner

Optical Fashion
308 S. Broadway
McAllen
682-9435

260 South Texas
Weslaco
968-8863

I solder Gold frames & sell
The Best frames in the world.
TRY ME!!

I
I
I
I
I

'-----..--...-.-~-----------'

FREE
Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL
Flghta his way to the basket--Cllnton Cobb lays up the ball as teammates (31) Robert Kirby, (32) Lany
Skinner, (34) Darwin Butler and (10) Kim Owen watch on. Cobb and Skinner tied to led the Bronc. In
ecorlng with 18 point. apiece against the McMuny Indians.

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242
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Meet the Broncs
If the nation's major universities should decide to change
the rules and adopt the threepoint basket during the 198283 basketball season, Mike
Hatch for the Broncs will be
ready to take advantage of it.
A 6-foot-5 forward, Hatch
frequently bombs baskets from
the deep corner. The new
rule, if adopted, would reward
baskets attempted beyond 23
feet with three points.
This coming season,
though, Hatch's goals all will
count the usual two points.

He figures to score a batch
of them for the Broncs, particularly when opponents try
to employ a zone defense an
let the outside shooters go.
Hatch is perhaps Pan Am's
best outside shooter," says a
scouting report. "He's a smart
player, cool-headed, a forward with excellent range. He
can go to the boards, too."

Sophomore Jerry Rapp will
be learning a difficult trade,
point guard for a majoruniversity basketball team, this
season at Pan Am .
The 6-2 guard from Colorado shapes up as a promising apprentice at the pointguard trade.
Rapp ran the offense as
point guard, averaging 11
points as a senior, for Heritage
High in Littleton, Colo. His
final game for Coach Dennis
Semln, Rapp celebrated a terrific farewell . He racked up 14
points, five steals, seven rebounds and 11 assists.
He played for Arapahoe
Junior College in Colorado
last season, and now has
moved up to NCAA Division I
at Pan Am .

"A pure shooter," says a second opinion, "Hatch can hit
"Rapp is a good passer who
from LONG range. If they brhandles the ball well," says a
ing in the three-point play
per-season scouting report.
when he's a senior next year,
he's Pan Am's man. He can "You can't leave him open, or
he will hit the jumper."
bust any zone."
Ron Butler, who coached
Hatch at Ranger Junior College in West Texas, also
described him as a "zonebuster." Hatch helped Ranger
roU to a 26-7 record by
averaging 14 points, seven rebounds.

His role at Pan Am probably will be a learning one
this year, as the Broncs
rebuild around three seniors
and nine juniors. Rapp Is one
of two sophomores on the
roster.There are no freshmen
this year.

BRONC HOLIDAY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Dec. 14--University of Oklahoma .... . .. .. ... .. ... . .. . .... .. . . ... . Norman , Okla.
.
Dec. 19--Wichita State University .... . ...... . .. . . . . .. ... . . . . ... .... Wichita, Kan .
DEC. 22--TEXAS LUTHERAN ........................ ... ....... HOME •

Dec. 26-29--AII-College Tournament ...... .. .. . .... . .. ... . . ....... Oklahoma City
Dec. 26: (Ark .-Little Rock vs. Okla. City , Bethany Nazarene vs. Rhode Island
Dec. 27. Oklahoma vs. Western Illinois; Lamar vs. PAN AMERICAN

JAN. 2--ARKANSAS STATE U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. .... HOME •
JAN. 4--NORTH TEXAS STATE ................................. HOME •
JAN. 9--LAMAR UNIVERSITY ............ . ................. .. .. HOME •

Jan. 12--U. of Southwestern Louisiana ... .... . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . Lafayette, La.
Jan. 16--Lamar University ............................. . .... . .. Beaumont, Tex.

1

HECTOR'S BARBER
&UNISEX SHOP
,

Mi. East of McColJ Rd. on Freddy Gonzalez Dr.

proudly announces the association of

Caria Ruiz
Mike Hatch

Jerry Rapp

Continued Pg. 16

Vole's Drive Inn

IS
THE LATEST IN
COUNTRY WESTERN
MUSIC
1 lA.M. - 2 A:M.

CHICKEN PLATE
ONLY $2.00

123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

' If

from Austin, Texas
for your hair and
facial needs.

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH :
SHORT HAIRCUTS ~~o_r_ ~~i~~. ~- ?.i~~. Only

ss.oo

FACE MASSAGES _1'~~~ -~~~- ~ .~?~~~. Only $6.00
REGULAR HAIRCUTS .....................s4.00
MANICURES............................. $5.00
For Appointments Call Us At
_.
383 9263
Or Just Walk In.

- - - - - - -- - - -

Incl,µdes 3 pieces of chicken, fries, bread,
tomatoes, onions, and Jalapefios
720 North Closner (Corner of 281 & Schunlor) Edinburg, Texas
ORDERS TO GO WELCOMED
381-9623

( ~,

~

Pull ring
and throw•••a party

Uttle Tots NurHly

204 E. Stubbs - 383-8221

Special Dlacount to P.A.U. Studenta
$25.00 from Monday - Friday

6:30 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.
Children Ages O - 6 yrs.

0

0

P.A.U. ID. required
Breakfast, morning snacks and lunch included
0

Bring In this coupons and no registration
fee iequlred ($10.00)

..

Big Mouth from
Mickey's Malt Liquor
(

© tllii:"'HEJl.&IIAH IIIEWINQ ~ANY, INC.. LA Cll05SE, WISCONSIN AND OTllEA CITIES
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--Broncs-To succeed in major-college
basketball nowadays, every
team needs a big guard,
6-foot-4 and up, and the
Bronc have discovered a tall,
promising guard in 6-4 Andrew Lance.
Lance played at Pontiac
Central High in Michigan,
where he helped spark Coach
Ralph Grubb's team to the
state finals twice.
Lance has proved himself a
"swing man," who's able to go
up front and fight the giants
for the rebounds, or stay back
and play guard
People close to the Bronc
scene believe Lance has performed so well in pre-season.
he could be the biggest "find"
on the rebuilding team.
"Lance is smooth as silk,"
says one scouting report. He
has a good head. real basketball sense. He will really help
Pan Am with his knowledge of
the game. He does it all. And
he was leading rebounder his
freshman year at Northern
Iowa, until he broke his foot
with a stress fracture as a
sophomore ..
Another report also likes
Lance. "He's a big surprise. At
6-4 he's the Bronc's biggest
guard. and you have to have
a big guard because other
teams go 6-5. 6-6 all the time
in the backcourt. He is really a
smart player. too. He has the
good outside shot, plus good
hands defensively "

Bronc tennla player--Jorge Suazo waa recently
selected by the Chile Tennl• Federation to represent the country In the Sunahlne Cup and Orange
Bowl both held In December In Miami Fla.
The Sunshine Cup I• based on competition between countrle• while the Orange Bowl I• baaed on
Individual competition.

Michael Bell could bulk
large in Pan Am's plans to
rebuild its basketball glories
this season.
At 6-foot-6 and 211
pounds, Bell threatens to supply some muscle the Broncs
badly need. Their front line
will be terribly short, nobody
stands over 6-7, by NCAA
Division I standards.
"Bell could develop into a
strong inside boards man."
says one scouting report. "He
has a good body for a rebounder. For his size he carries about as much weight as
any Bronc. He has heart. He
plays hard."
Considering all the 6-10
and 6-11 centers, and 6-9
and 6-8 forwards, that Pan
Am sees during the long campaign, the Bronc "little guys"
and 6-5 and 6-6 and 6-7 will
have their work clearly cut out
for them.
"Mike Bell has good raw
talent,'' says another early
analysis He shoots a good
hook shot. He needs to help
inside. He's a hungry player
who has to come on. He
won't shy off against much
taller men. He could be the
guy the Broncs need to help
shore up the front line."
At Cuyahoga Junior College in Cleveland , Ohio, Bell
averaged 15 points. 12 rebounds. He earned All-State
honors at John Adams High
in Cleveland, where he
averaged 16 points, 13
boards. He played against
Russia in an international AllStar game

..
.....
..

VIDEO GAME
FUN
7 NIGHTS A WEEK
123 E. McINTYRE
EDINBURG

ABC Kiddie College
(Day Care Center)
at 1518 West Freddy Gonzalez Edinburg, Texas
Accepting Children Age 2 thru 5 yrs for Spring Semester
7:30 A.M . to 5:30 P.M. Mon . thru Fri.
Drop Ins welcomed during Christmas Holidays
Hot lunches - 2 snacks daily
Breakfast available at an extra fee
Planned Classroom Activities
Call 383-8522
For More In Formation
Owners Pete & Francine Bond

i
Andrew Lanc e

IS

Michael Bell

Intramural
Badminto
Results
MEN'S SINGLES
First Place Javier Sanchez
Second Place ~ Danny Oliva
rez
Third Place • Johnny Arellaro
Fourth Place - Juan Lara

MEN'S DOUBLES
First Place

Johnny Arellaro
& Javier Sanchez
Second Place • Danny Olivarez & Albert Tijerina

WOMEN'S SINGLES
First Place Irma Garza
Second Place Clara Ortiz
Third Place - Dina Gorena
Fourth Place • Tencha Orta

WOMEN'S DOUBLES
First Place - Becky Pina & Irma Garcia
Second Place . Tencha Orta
& Din d Gorena

Sugar Road and Hwy. 107
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Buy 1 piece of chicken, fry and roll.
Pay 1 (: extra and receive an extra piece of chicken
OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 23 . 1911f

I
Open 24 hours

Our Name Says It All!
Open 7 days a week

